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BRIEFLY
COVID CASES:
J&K / India /
World
Top News Report
JAMMU, Jan 12: :
Jammu and Kashmir on Wednesday
recorded 1695 fresh
Covid cases, taking the
number of infected persons to 348201 while
one person died due to
the virus in the last 24
hours, officials said.
Of the new cases, 812
were from the Jammu
division and 883 from
the Kashmir division
of the union territory,
Officials said.
Jammu district
recorded the highest
number of cases at 438,
followed by 320 in Srinagar district.
There are 6242 active
cases in the union territory while the number
of recoveries so far has
been 337412, officials
said.
Moreover, 262
Covid-19 patients
recovered during the
time, 140 from Jammu
Division and 122 from
Kashmir, they said.
India added 1,94,720
new coronavirus infections taking the total
tally of COVID-19
cases to 3,60,70,510
which includes 4,868
cases of the Omicron
variant, according to
the Union Health Ministry data updated on
Wednesday.
The active cases have
increased to 9,55,319,
the highest in 211 days,
while the death toll
has climbed to 4,84,655
with 442 fresh fatalities,
the data updated at 8
am stated.
Of the total 4,868
cases of the Omicron
variant, 1,805 people
have recovered or
migrated so far.
Maharashtra recorded
the maximum number
of 1,281 cases followed by Rajasthan at
645,Delhi 546, Karnataka 479 and Kerala 350.
314,271,862 coronavirus cases have been
reported and over
5,522,786 people have
died of Covid-19 and
recovered 261,835,011
worldwide. Discover
the toll in countries
and the evolution
around the world as of
Wednesday.

18 Covid-19
cases found
at IIT Jammu
campus;
Online
classes
announced

JAMMU, Jan 12: At
least 18 people including students, faculty,
and staff members of
IIT Jammu tested positive for COVID-19, the
administration said on
Wednesday.
nTurn to page 9
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Threat at LAC remains, Marked improvement Drone activity spotted
in Kanachak belt
along LOC: Army Chief

NEW DELHI, Jan 12
(Agencies): Indian Army
Chief General MM
Naravane on Wednesday said that the threat
levels at Line of Actual
Control (LAC) “has not
reduced” , yet there
is a marked improvement along J&K’s Line
of Control (LOC) with
Pakistan.
Threat level at LAC
has not reduced and
force levels are more
or less the same, he
said addressing a press
conference ahead of the
Army Day (January 15).
Army Chief said:
“We will continue to

deal with People’s Liberation Army (PLA) of
China in a firm and resolute manner. Necessary
safeguards are in place
to deal with any contingency”.
Speaking on the

future along the LAC,
the Army Chief mentioned three-step process of disengagement
of troops, de-escalation
of tensions followed
by de-induction of all
troops, weapons and

equipment. “Till these
steps are completed, we
have to be remain there
“, he said .
On the northern borders, he said, the Army
has highest level of
operational preparedness even as a dialogue
is on with China.
To a question on
India’s response to the
stand at the LAC, he
said the Army response
was robust to the PLA
attempt to unilaterally
change the status quo at
LAC.
“Our capabilities have
increased manifold at
nTurn to page 9

CS reviews public health response to COVID surge in J&K
CS appeals to J&K’s public to responsibly respond to signs of infections and avoid crowded places

Top News Report
JAMMU, Jan 12: The Covid task
force met under the chairman-

ship of Chief Secretary, Jammu &
Kashmir, Dr. Arun Kumar Mehta
in which Additional Chief Secretary, Health & Medical Educa-

tion Department, Administrative
Secretaries of Home and Disaster
Management, Relief, Rehabilitation & Reconstruction along with
othe officers of H&ME Department
were present.
In view of the surge in COVID
cases, the Task Force reviewed the
public health response and various mitigation measures being put
in place for effective containment
and mitigation of the infection in
Jammu and Kashmir.
The Task Force was apprised
that Jammu and Kashmir has
administered 1.94 crore vaccines
to vaccinate 107% and 101% eligible population with the first and
second dose, respectively. The UT
nTurn to page 9
is further

JAMMU, Jan 12 (Agencies): Security forces
launched a massive
search operation after
drone activity was spotted in Kanachak belt
here in the city outskirts, officials said on
Wednesday.
Police on Wednesday said that the locals
from village Dhab in
Sandhwan area late on
Tuesday night noticed
the drone activity and
reported the matter to
the authorities.
“Acting swiftly, joint
teams of police and BSF
carried out a search
operation in the area
but found nothing,”

police said adding that
the searches were also
carried out with the
first light this morning
but no suspicious object
was found.
“As Republic Day is
also nearing, the drone
activity from the Pakistan side cannot be ruled
out but we are on alert
and maintaining close
vigil along the international border,” they
said.
Notably, last week
BSF also lodged a protest with the Pakistan
Rangers during Sector
Commander level meet
held at Octroi Border
Outpost in Suchetgarh.

Retail
inflation
rises to 5.59
pc in Dec:
Govt data

NEW DELHI, Jan 12
(Agencies): Retail inflation rose to 5.59 per cent
in December, mainly
due to an uptick in food
prices, government data
showed on Monday.
The Consumer Price
Index (CPI) based retail
inflation was 4.91 per
cent in November 2021
and 4.59 per cent in
December 2020.
As per the data
released by the National
Statistical Office (NSO),
nTurn to page 9

Jammu-Srinagar highway closed due to landslides, Intense
cold conditions continue in J&K and Ladakh
Top News Report
JAMMU, Jan 12 :Jammu-Srinagar highway
was closed today for
vehicular traffic due to
landslides in Ramban
area, even as intense
cold conditions continued in J&K and Ladakh .
The vehicular traffic
on the national highway
between two capitals of
Srinagar and Jammu
in Union Territory
(UT) was closed by the
authorities due to landslides triggered by rains
at Mehar and Ramban,
officials said, adding

this caused massive
traffic jams on several
stretches of the road.
Due to the closure of
the road at Mehar, hundreds of Jammu-bound
Light Medium Vehicles
(LMVs) remained stuck
for several hours at
Ramban, Seri Maroog
and Ramsu sectors of
the highway.
The highway was
restored for movement
of stranded passenger
(LMVs) at around 3
pm after the National
Highways Authority of
India (NHAI) cleared
the highway.There was

chaos on the highway
due to traffic congestion leading towards
Jammu, Srinagar and
other places.
Earlier on Friday, the
Srinagar-Jammu National Highway got blocked
and remained closed for
three consecutive days
due to heavy snowfall
on both sides of Banihal-Qazigund, Jawahar
Tunnel- Banihal- Ramsu
stretch and landslides
between Chanderkote
and Ramsu.
The highway, the only
all-weather road linking
nTurn to page 9

Northern commander visits LoC, lauds troops JKHCBA Jammu celebrates Lohri
SRINAGAR, Jan 12
(Agencies): Northern
Army Commander Lt
Gen Lt Gen Y K Joshi on
Wednesday lauded the
troops for their motivation and selfless service
in the toughest terrain
and under inclement climatic conditions along
the Line of Control.
Lt Gen Joshi along with
Srinagar based Chinar
Corps Commander Lt
Gen D P Pandey visited
forward areas on LoC
and hinterland where
they interacted with the
soldiers.

He lauded the troops
for their motivation
& selfless service in
the toughest terrain &
climatic conditions, a

As Omicron
surfaces in Kashmir,
DAK advises people
to take precautions
SRINAGAR, Jan 12: With the
detection of five cases of Omicron
in Kashmir valley, Doctors Association Kashmir (DAK) on Wednesday
advised people to take precautions
to protect themselves from the new
variant of Covid-19.
“Simple precautions would help
prevent the spread of the variant,”
said DAK President and Influenza
expert Dr Nisar ul Hassan.
Dr Hassan said people should
continue wearing masks as they
are effective at reducing the risk of
contracting or spreading Covid-19
including
nTurn to page 9

tweet by the Northern
Command said.
Lt Gen Joshi was
also briefed by Chinar
Corps Commander on

the security situation at
the Srinagar headquarters of 15 Corps. He also
released a book.
Lt Gen YK Joshi
#ArmyCdrNC visited HQ #ChinarCorps
where he was briefed
by #ChinarCorps Cdr
on the security situation.
A book titled “Abridged
version of history of
Kashmir” was also
released, Chinar Corps
of Army said in a tweet.
The visit of the Northern Commander comes
at a time when security
nTurn to page 9

J&K Public Servants Declaration
of Assets Rules amended
JAMMU, Jan 12
(Agencies):
All
J&K public servants
have been asked
to “submit annual
return in respect of
all the assets possessed by them and
their family members through online
mode.”
This directive has
been part of the
amendments made
in Jammu and
Kashmir Public Servants Declaration
of Assets and Other
Provisions Rules,
1998 on Tuesday.

The amendments
have been made
by the government
in exercise of the
powers conferred
by section 16 of the
Jammu and Kashmir Public Men and
Public Servants Declaration of Assets
and Other Provisions Act, 1983.
In an amendment to Rule 3 of
the Rules, sub-rule
(1) has been substituted directing that
every public servant
will submit “annual
return through

online mode using
the portal https://
prs.jk.gov.in for
the calendar year
between January 1
and 31, of the next
calendar year, in
respect of all the
assets possessed by
him and his family
members.”
This will include
the assets in respect
of movable property, the value of
which exceeds his
two months basic
salary in each case,
giving full
nTurn to page 9

Top News Report
JAMMU, Jan 12: The
J&K High Court Bar

Association, Jammu celebrated Lohri Festival
in the Court Complex,
Jammu in which office

bearers namely M.K.
Bhardwaj, Sr. Adv. &
President, Mohinder
Pal Singh Palli, Surjeet
Singh Andotra, General Secretary, Aditya
Sharma, Jt. Secretary
and Amandeep Singh,
Treasurer of JKHCAJ,
Rohit Sharma, YLA
President, S. Gagandeep
Singh (Lucky), YLA Vice
President, Yasir Farooq
Khan, YLA General Secretary, Naresh Kumar
YLA Treasurer besides
many other Senior members , Young Lawyers &
nTurn to page 9

Addl infra coming up at Bhawan at
Vaishno Devi: Shrine Board
JAMMU, Jan 12 (Agencies): With the
aim to provide better facilities and to
cater the rush of pilgrims, Shri Mata
Vaishno Devi Shrine Board is raising an
additional infrastructure to accommodate 1600 to 1700 pilgrims at the Bhawan
situated in Trikuta Hills of Katra town
in Reasi district of Jammu and Kashmir,
it was reported on Wednesday.
The upcoming infrastructure having
dormitories is expected to be completed
by Navratras in the month of October
this year.
The new infrastructure of dormitories
is coming up at Durga Bhawan, which is
being upgraded with additional facilities, Ramesh Kumar, Chief Executive
Officer, Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine
Board told UNI.
The CEO revealed that once complet-

ed, the infrastructure will be capable of
accommodating 1600 to 1700 devotees.
With the construction of this complex,
the facility for the stay of the devotees
will be more than doubled. We have set
a target of completing the infrastructure
before Navratras which fall in October,
said the CEO.
Apart from Gauri Bhawan, Vaishnavi
Bhawan and Manokamna Bhawan,
Kalika Bhavan has an online booking
facility for the stay of the devotees.
Often rooms are not available as they
get booked online, so the pilgrims arriving at Bhawan can avail the facility of
dormitory, said an official.
Before the Corona pandemic, on an
average 80 to 90 lakh devotees visited
the cave shrine every year but in 2020
and 2021,
nTurn to page 9
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Lohri celebration at DHSS Shastri Nagar

355th Parkash Purab of Guru
GCET Jammu
Gobind Singh celebrated
organizes online Poster
making competition
Top News Report

Top News Report
JAMMU, Jan 12: Dogra
Higher Secondary
School (DHHS), Shastri
Nagar, Jammu celebrated virtual Lohri festival
on Wednesday with a
lot of zeal and enthusiasm under the supervision of MD DHSS Advocate Kr. Gambhir Dev
Singh Charak.
The virtual function
started with a Lohri
song presented by junior
wing students. Students
showcasing their marvelous skills recited a
poem and delivered a
speech based on Lohri
celebration.
The students were

beautifully attired and
sang a very melodious song immersed in
rich cultural folklore
of Punjab. The students stole the show by
singing the lohri song
‘Sundar mundariye.’
Managing Director,
Gambhir Dev Singh
Charak joined them
with the hope that the
coming year would
bring happiness in the
life of the students and
teachers as well.
He greeted the students and encouraged
them to value their cultural heritage.
MD DHSS appreciated l/c Activity Sheetal
and her team members,

l/c Tagore House and
other teachers who decorated the institution
and arranged virtual
celebrations on account
of Lohri festival.
Davinder Kaur, Principal emphasized that
Lohri festival prompts
people to be thankful
for God’s provision and
also encouraged teachers to play a vital role to
keep the tradition and
culture alive in our festivities.
Meenakshi, Vice
Principal of the school
spoke on the occasion
and threw light on the
rituals related to Lohri
festival.

Dozens activities from local
parties joined Shiv Sena

Top News Report
JAMMU, Jan 12: Influenced by the policies
and work of Shiv Sena,
J&K unit dozens activities of local parties from
Doda district of Jammu
and Kupwara district of
Kashmir on Wednesday
joined Shiv Sena.
According to the press
release issued from the

Jammu Party Office, as
instructed by the State
President Manish Sahni,
membership campaign
was organized in district Doda of Jammu
and Kupwara district
of Kashmir division.
In a program in
Tehsil Thathari of district Doda under the
leadership of state
vice president Natwar

Lal Raina and district
president Vinod kotwal
about 50 youth included Baldev Raj, Ravikant, Sanjay Sharma,
Sandeep Kumar, Kuldeep Nargotra, Kewal
Kumar, Arjun along
with saints joined the
party , while a similar
program in tehsil Kalpora and Handwara
of district Kupwara ,
dozens women and
youth including Shabir
Ahmed, Abdul Ghaffar,
Naseema Bano, Jameela
Bano, Shamima Begum,
Waheeda joined the
hand with Shiv Sena.
Newly members were
welcomed with Shiv
Bandhan and Nishan,
oath was administered
to serve the public and
society selflessly.

BIG FM’s Kudiyan Di Lohri celebrated
with Punjabi Singer Mannat Noor

JAMMU, Jan 12: The
NSS unit of Government College of Engineering & Technology,
Jammu on Wednesday
organized an online
Digital Poster making
competition to celebrate “National Youth
Day 2022”and to commemorate 159th Birth
Anniversary of Swami
Vivekananda under
the aegis of Azadi Ka
Amrut Mahotsav- Celebration of India’s 75
years of Independence.
The event held under
the patronage of college
Principal Dr. Sameru
Sharma.
She said that National
Youth Day is celebrated
every year to mark the
teachings and philosophy of Swami Vivekananda. A towering
spiritual philosopher,
Vivekananda, was born
in 1863 in Kolkata and is
credited for popularising the Vedantic ideas.
Swami Vivekananda’s
life and teachings have
encouraged millions
across the world.
A true Karma Yogi,
he had full faith in the
youth of this country.
He had a very strong
belief that youth can
transform the fate of

India through their
hard work, dedication
and spiritual power.
A total number of 45
participants from different colleges of J&K
UT participated in the
event with great enthusiasm and zeal. They
beautifully presented
their idea on the theme
Youth’s Contributions
to Society through their
posters.
The event was organized by NSS volunteers
under the guidance of
NSS Programme Officer
Dr. Raman Gupta.
He said that Swami
Vivekananda had
believed that anything
which makes us weak
spiritually, physically
or mentally should be
rejected like poison.
He always inspired the
youth to have a confident attitude.
The reason behind it people are always fearful of the challenges
presented by life when
they don’t have confidence in themselves.
The Principal of the
College applauded and
congratulated the team
NSS for organizing
such kind of event. All
the participants will get
e-certificates for participation.

JAMMU, Jan 12: In
its 10th edition of the
successful & unique
initiative Kudiyan Di
Lohri, a special song
celebrating the occasion sung by Celebrity
Singer Mannat Noor,
Lyrics and Music given
by Kulshan Sandhu has
been released by 92.7
BIG FM.
Traditionally, families
that have witnessed the
birth of a boy child celebrate the little boy’s
pehli Lohri with an
extra dose of enthusiasm and grandeur. 92.7
BIG FM endeavored to
engage its listeners and
infused a new spirit into
the festival by celebrat-

& about how they feel
about their little girls.
Jammu
youth’s
favourite “Crazy Desi”
RJ Rahul alongwith
“dholis” visited a few of
the blessed families and
celebrated it in a traditional way with “chajja”
and “lohri ka haar” following all the Covid
SOPs. The initiative
was Presented by Bonn
Group of Industries and
supported by SMVD
Narayana, Motion Institute, Mahavir Watch
Company, A M Hyundai and The Bak-Lol TV.
Team Big FM, including
Mr Sidhharth Mahajan
& RJ Juhie wishes all
Jammuites a Happy and
safe Lohri.

JAMMU, Jan 12: 355th
Parkash Purab of 10th
guru Sri Gobind Singh
Maharaj was celebrated
at Gurdwara Sri Guru
Singh Sabha Kapoor
Singh Nagar Gole Gujral
Jammu under the supervision of Mahant Manjeet
Singh Shiromani Dera
Nangali Sahib Poonch.
Thousands of devotees participated in the
Gurmat Samagam. Various Sikh organization
of J&K including Sikh
United Front J&K, Shiromani Akali Dal J&K Bhai
Kanahya Nishkam Sewa
Society J&K, Sikh Naujwan Sabha, participated
with zeal and enthusiasm.
Ragi Jatha Bhai Japneet
Singh, Bhai Jawadi Kala

Taksal, Ludhiana Punjab,
and Ranjit Singh U.P Ragi
Jatha Digiana Ashram,
Ragi Gian Singh DGPC
Jammu,Ragi Jatha Bhai
Harpreet Singh Chaullia
Jammu, Ragi Jatha Bhai
Randhir Singh Gurudwara Kalgidhar Rehari
Jammu, Ragi Jatha Bhai
Kripal Singh Gurdwara
Singh Sabha Gole Gujral
Jammu recited Shabd
Kirtan.
Mahant Manjit Singh
threw light on the life of
Guru Gobind Singh Ji
who sacrificed all their
family to save the humanity and stress upon Sikh
community to adopt the
path shown by Guru
Gobind Singh in every
field of life to become true
and pure Sikh for serving the poor and needy
people in the society and

Top News Report
JAMMU, Jan 12: The
159th birth anniversary
of Swami Vivekananda,
the inspiration of youth,
was celebrated as Youth
Day on Tuesday, 12 January 2022.
On this occasion,
Mahant Rohit Shastri
President of Shri Kailakh Jyotish and Vedic
Trust honoured Dhananter Singh, JKAS, RTO
Jammu.
On this occasion,
Mahant Rohit said that
even during the Corona

period, Dhananter
Singh is performing
his duties selflessly and
with complete devotion, without caring for
himself and his family,
to protect the people of
Jammu.
People are being made
aware about following
the traffic rules by them
to the drivers who do
not follow the traffic
rules like helmet, seat
belt etc. During this,
strict action is being
taken against the users
of mobile.

JAMMU, Jan 12: With
the approval of Provincial President Jammu
Province Rattan Lal
Gupta,
Advocate
Dinesh Singh Chouhan, Advocate Provincial President Legal
Cell Jammu Province
has nominated District
Presidents Legal Cell
Jammu Province.
Advocate P.S Pawar
has been nominated
District President Legal
Cell Jammu Urban,
Advocate Maherban
Singh will be District President Legal
Cell Jammu Rural A,
Advocate Kasturi Lal
Verma, District President Legal Cell Samba,
Prem Singh, Advocate
District President Legal
Cell Kathua Urban
Advocate Dharamvir
District President Legal
Cell Kathua Rural,
Advocate Kartar Singh,
District President Legal
Cell Billawar (Phari District), Advocate Akash
Kumar, District President Legal Cell Udham-

pur Urban, Advocate
Vikrant Sharma, District President Legal
Cell Udhampur Rural,
Advocate Ankush
Sharma, District President Legal Cell Reasi,
Advocate Sajjad Ahmed
Mir, District President Legal Cell Doda,
Advocate Mohd Yunas
Kichloo, District President Legal Cell Kishtwar, Advocate Tanvir
Ahad Wani, District
President Legal Cell
Ramban, Advocate
Wahid Kassana, District
President Legal Cell
Rajouri Urban, Advocate Ashwani Sharma,
District President Legal
Cell Rajouri Rural and
Advocate Sadahat Ali
Khan, District President
Legal Cell Poonch.
Rattan Lal Gupta has
congratulated newly
nominated Legal team
and hoped they will
work with close coordination with the parent
body in their respective areas to provide
proper legal advice to
the needy people.

who work for the betterment of the country and
become Amritdhari and
come to the field of education.
Sant Kuldeep Singh
Poonch Wale also spoke
and threw light on the
life of Guru Gobind
Singh. He also highlighted that Guru Gobind
Singh made five things
essential to wear for a
Sikh who shares Amrit,
starting with the word
‘K’ Kaish, Kanga, Kara,
Kirpan and Kacha each
having its own meaning
and function.
Manmohan Singh
Chairman Gurudwara Sri
Guru Singh Sabha Gole
Gujral Jammu, thanks all
the devotees and other
personalities especially
Mahant Manjit Singh
and Sant Kuldeep Singh
Poonch Wale by presenting them Saropa.
Other who participated
in the Gurmat Smagam
were Sudhrashan Singh
Wazir Chairman Sikh
United Front J&K, Darbinder Singh President
Shiromani Akali Dal J&K,
Mohinder chief Organizer Bhai Kanahya Nishkam Sewa Society J&K
and Ex. Member DGPC
Jammu, Rajinder Singh
General Secretary Shiromani Akali Dal J&K.

BJP will form next Government in J&K: Sat

Top News Report

Top News Report

ing the birth of a girl
child in the family in an
equally BIG way. 92.7
BIG FM invited families
that have been blessed
with a baby girl during
the year that has gone
by and celebrated their
little girl’s pehli Lohri
with the same enthusiasm and fervour.
For a week leading
up to Lohri, 92.7 BIG
FM turned over their
stations to talk about
issues related to girl
child & women. Special
programs broadcasted
included - talks with
leading women educationist & entrepreneurs
of the city, girl achievers , expert talk, Chat
with celebs and listeners who have daughters

Top News Report

RTO Jammu honored
with citation

NC constitutes Legal Cell

Top News Report
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LOCAL

JAMMU, Jan 12: Former
Minister and Ex MLA
Jammu West Sat Sharma
along with Corporator
Ward 26 Hardeep Singh
Mankotia started works
for construction of a lane
at Subash Nagar area of
Jammu West.
The leader was also
accompanied by a large
number of people including local residents and
political activists of the
area. Pertinent to mention, hundreds of people
living in the locality were
facing problems due to
the bad condition of the
lane and with the works
being taken up, locals

heaved a sigh of relief.
Speaking on the occasion, Sat Sharma said that
the common man everywhere today believes in
the pro-public policies of
Narendra Modi led Central Government which
has helped in improving
the lifestyle of masses
across J&K.
He said that people
have made up their mind
and he claimed that BJP
will form the next Government on its own with
the support of masses in
Jammu and Kashmir.
He also stated that gone
are those days when
Governments of dynastic parties befooled the

common man by giving
false promises.
Now, people are
focused on the results
and they know that only
BJP has the caliber and
capability to give desired
results for the betterment
of the country, he added.
Hardeep Singh Mankotia said that development
in the ward has reached
to every person and
the benefits of various
Government sponsored
schemes have been also
provided to the people
across the ward.
He also lauded the
efforts of Former MLA
for improving the overall infra in the ward and
stated that under his leadership, Jammu West has
reached to the mark of a
model Constituency. He
also talked about upcoming works to be taken up
in the ward.
Sanjay Bhat, Jatin
Gupta, Rohit Gupta,
Sudesh Sharma, Nakul
Tagotra, Nipun, Anil
Raina, Purshottam Khajuria, Vicky Jamwal, Happy
slathia, Veena and several
others were also present.

Kaiths organise Satsang for
peace at Krishna Nagar
Top News Report
JAMMU, Jan 12: A Satsang for peace was organised at Krishna Nagar on
Wednesday by the Kaith
Biradari members.
The spiritual teacher
taught the Sangat to
be truly religious and
worthy of acceptance at
the Father’s Court. He
said by performing the
meditation practice individuals can realize the
presence of God within
themselves. It is a solitary practice that is done
in the quiet of one’s own
home.
Members commit themselves to a way of life that
supports spiritual growth
while carrying out their
responsibilities to family,
friends and society.
The spiritual teacher
further said that there
are no rituals, ceremonies, hierarchies or mandatory contributions, nor
are there compulsory
gatherings.
Members need not give
up their cultural identity
or religious preference to
follow this path. To build
on the primary spiritual
practice of meditation,
members are vegetarian, abstain from alcohol,
tobacco, and recreational
drugs, and are expected
to lead a life of high moral

values.
A vegetarian diet
encourages respect and
empathy for all life and
acknowledges that there
is a debt to be paid for
taking any life unnecessarily.
Abstaining from intoxicants improves ones ability to concentrate and
calms the mind during
meditation. Members are
encouraged to be selfsupporting and not be a
burden on society. They
are free to make their
own choices in life and
maintain any cultural or
religious affiliations they
choose, added the spiritual teacher.
As the threat of COVID19 is still prevailing with
the emergence of omicron, R.L Kaith appealed
the Sangat to take all
precautions by follow-

ing covid-appropriate
behavior even if fully
vaccinated.
Among those who
attended the Satsang
included Messrs JMC
Corporator Rashpal
Bhardwaj, DDC Member
Balbir Lal, Sub. Major
Gunni Ram Kaith, Sub.
Baldev Chand Sandhu,
Hav. Uttam Chand
Sandhu, Hav. Des Raj
Kaith, Hav. Ghari Lal
Lakhotra, Hav. Uttam
Chand Sandhu, Panch
Joginder Kaith, Hans
Raj Loria, Rachpal Kaith,
Darshan Lal Motan,
Dilay Ram Kaith, Daya
Ram Kaith, Ujjagar Singh
Bassa, Kamal Chand
Tugga, Dev Raj Tugga,
Birendra Kaith, Vinay
Kumar Kaith, Raman
Kumar Kaith, Shiv Ram
Motan, Banarsi Dass Lakhotra and Baljeet Kaith.
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EDITORIAL

SWAMI
VIVEKANANDA-WHO
STOOD FOR
HARMONY OF
RELIGIONS

S

wami Vivekananda always
stood for harmony of religions.
He spoke about acceptance
of all religions as true and appealed to
religious and spiritual leaders to shun
all forms of religious fanaticism, persecution, and violence – this he said
in a speech at the World Parliament of
Religions in Chicago 125 years ago,
and it is urgently needed even today.
Swami Ji believed that Hinduism is
a way of life and in no way related to
any political ideology. He also said that
we need to lead mankind to the place
where there is neither the Vedas nor
the Bible nor the Quran, yet this has to
be done by harmonising the Vedas, the
Bible and the Quran. Mankind ought to
be taught that religions are but varied
expressions of religion that is Oneness,
so that each may choose the path that
suits him best. In his concluding speech
in Chicago, he said that the Christian
is not to become a Hindu or a Buddhist
nor a Hindu or Buddhist to become a
Christian. But each must assimilate the
spirit of the others in his individuality and
grow according to his own law of growth.
The doctrine of road map of Swami Vivekananda was laid down by his spiritual
master, Ramakrishna Paramhansa, who
espoused the doctrine of ‘Jato Mat, Tato
Path’, recognising the potential of all religions to act as means of attaining spiritual enlightenment, and ‘Ekm sad vipraha
bahuda vavanti’, there is only one truth
and learned person call it by many names.
Swami Vivekananda also narrated the
story of ‘Kupa Manduka’ – frog in the well,
to explain the closed minds of religious
bigots. His central message was that holiness, purity and charity are not exclusive
mansions of any particular religion and
that every religion has produced men
and women of the most exalted character. To those who dream of the exclusive survival of their own religion and
destruction of the others, he said: “I pity
them from the bottom of my heart and
point out to them that upon the banner
of every religion will soon be written ‘in
spite of resistance, help and not fight,
assimilation and not destruction, harmony and peace and not dissension.’”
Swami Vivekananda turned the universalist philosophy of Vedanta into a driver
of social change. True religion taught
people to recognise the divinity of man
and woman and to be of service to the
poor -- Daridra Narayan Seva. He raised
money for the construction of Belur Math
to feed the famine hit in Mushirabad in
1897 and again in 1898, to serve plague
victims in Kolkata. Belur Math temple
incorporates the architectural style
associated with the places of worship
of each religion. There are monks in the
Ramakrishna order who are Muslim,
Christians, Jews, and Hindus, and they
live together in the service of humanity.
Swami ji believed that there never was
‘my religion or yours, my national religion or your national religion’, there is
only one infinite religion that has existed
all through eternity and will ever exist.
When purity and spirituality disappear,
leaving the soul dry, quarrels begin and
not before. Therefore, he said, “Follow
one and respect all.” The essence
of religion is God-consciousness. To
Swami Vivekananda, our watchword
should be acceptance and not exclusion.
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An important lesson from history for Narendra Modi

By: Mohan Guruswamy

T

he fortunes of India irrevocably changed on
May 29, 1658 when two
Indian armies clashed on the
dusty fields of Samugarh, near
Agra. India’s history changed forever. Aurangzeb’s victory over
his brother Dara Shikoh marked
the beginning of Islamic bigotry
in India which not only alienated
Hindus but also the much more
moderate Sufis and Shias as
well. Aurangzeb’s narrow Sunni
beliefs were to make India the
hotbed of Muslim fundamentalists, long before the Wahhabis
of Saudi Arabia sponsored the
fanatics of the Taliban and the
Islamic State. It wasn’t just a
battle for the Mughal throne, but
also a battle for the very soul of
India.
Aurangzeb’s victory here and
other successful campaigns
resulted in the creation of the
greatest and biggest Imperial
India till then. His empire spanned
from Kabul to Calicut in the south
and Kamrup in the east. He ruled
almost 20 per cent of the world’s
population. He ruled with an iron
hand and killed his enemies with
extreme cruelty. He had Dara
Shikoh killed in front of his son,
and Guru Tegh Bahadur decapitated in front of a large crowd in
Delhi’s Chandni Chowk area. If
emperors were to be judged by
territory, population and wealth,
he was verily the greatest of the
Mughals. But the seeds of this
India’s collapse were sowed.
In 1620, India had the world’s
greatest national income, over
a third of it, and was its greatest
military power as well. According to economics historian Angus
Maddison, in 1700 India accounted for 27 per cent of the world’s
GDP. It was the envy of Europe.
European traders came to seek

Indian goods for their markets.
But no sooner had the iron hand
of Aurangzeb been removed that
his imperial India began disintegrating. The iron hand that ruled
by dividing rather than uniting
and that sought to impose a hierarchy by theological preferences
gave rise to much discordance.
But for Aurangzeb, Shivaji Bhonsle might have remained a minor
western Indian feudatory? There
are important lessons for those
who rule and seek to rule India
in this.
The weakening central rule and
profit-seeking peripheral kingdoms allowed European trading
posts to be established. Weakening regimes led to the trading posts raising armed guards.
Soon, the overseas trading companies began warring with each
other and with so many minor
states now, free to make their
destinies joining hands with one
or the other. It were the Europeans who then gradually got
established. The Anglo-French
wars of the Carnatic were fought
by Indian armies beefed up by
the trading company levies. The
East India Company prevailed
and the French, Dutch, Portuguese and Danish got reduced
to pockets.
A hundred years later, in 1757,
the era of total foreign supremacy
over India began when the East
India Company’s troops drawn
from South India and officered
by English company executives
defeated the army of Nawab
Siraj-ud-daulah at Plassey
(Palashi), with the now usual
mix of superior drilling, resolute
leadership and a bit of treachery.
At a crucial time, Mir Jaffar and
his troops crossed over. India lay
prostrate before Robert Clive.
Within a decade, on August 12,
1765, Clive obtained a firman
from Emperor Shah Alam grant-

ing the dewani of Bengal, Bihar
and Odisha to the “John Company”. A Muslim contemporary
indignantly exclaims that so
great a “transaction was done
and finished in less time than
would have been taken up in
the sale of a jackass”. By this
deed the Company became the
real sovereign ruler of 30 million
people, yielding a revenue of four
million pounds sterling. The John
Company grew from strength to
strength and by 1857 the Grand
Mughal was reduced to his fort
conducting poetry soirees. It was
the golden age of Urdu poetry.
The events of 1857 led to the
formal establishment of India
as a directly ruled colony. It was
yet another epochal event. The
English established the greatest
dominion in India ever. It spanned
from Peshawar in today’s Pakistan to Pagan in Burma; and
from Kashmir to Kanyakumari,
India came under one sway for
the first time in its history. Even
Aurangzeb didn’t go down very
much beyond the River Krishna.
India changed, for the better
and for the worse. All through its
long history India had absorbed
the waves of immigrants and
their dynasties, as it absorbed
from the Dravidians, Aryans,
Greeks, Persians, Kushans,
Afghans, Uzbeks and all those
who came to seek their fortunes
here. They built on India’s fortunes. The British were the only
ones who came to take away
its vast wealth in a systematic
manner. The wealth taken from
India to a great extent financed
the Industrial Revolution.
The renowned economist Utsa
Patnaik, who worked and taught
at the Centre for Economic Studies and Planning in the School
of Social Sciences at Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU), ever
since she returned with a Ph.D.

from Oxford University, had written a seminal paper on how
much Britain had profit by from
India? This article, published by
Columbia University Press in
2018, categorically refuted British moral assertions. Ms Patnaik
concluded that Britain had plundered almost $45 trillion from
India between 1765 and 1938,
based on nearly two centuries of
precise tax and trade data. This
amount is almost 17 times the
current combined GDP of Britain
and India.
From then to another epochal year ending with seven took
ninety years. In 1947, India
became independent. In that
year India’s GDP was only 3.8
per cent of the world’s GDP. It
is 2022 now. India’s GDP is now
the world’s third biggest. In a few
decades from now, it could conceivably become its biggest.
Given its failures on the economic front, the BJP-RSS
establishment in New Delhi
is now pushing India towards
Hindutva nationhood, by seeking to victimise a minority for
perceived wrongs and slights
of the past. An intolerant religion can never be the basis of
nationhood and national unity in
India. The legacy of Aurangzeb
tells us that. Aurangzeb had created the greatest imperial India
since Ashoka the Great. But it
didn’t take very long for it to dissipate. In the hundred years that
followed, a foreign mercantile
company gained control over all
of India.
The BJP under Narendra
Modi might keep gaining electoral dominion over all or most
of India. But has he learned
any lessons from history? Does
he want to become the Hindu
Aurangzeb? What is worrisome
is that we know history is not Mr
Modi’s forte.

The legacy of truly martial Wellington
By: Ashok K Mehta

W

ellington (in the
Nilgiris, not New
Zealand) derives its
name from the famous Duke
who earned his spurs in campaigns he fought in India. The
place has four unmissable
landmarks: Madras Regimental Centre (MRC), Defence
Services Staff College (DSSC),
Wellington Gymkhana Club
(WGC) and Stavka. Here is a
snapshot of each.
The MRC is housed around
Wellington Barracks, renamed
Srinagesh Barracks after the
former Army chief and first
Indian Colonel of the Regiment. The first military unit to
occupy Wellington Barracks
was the 74th Highlanders in
1860. The barracks design is
unique, a blend of Napoleonic
and Prussian styles. The tunnel
entrance through the Assaye
Gate leads to a quadrangle
of barracks and virtually into
an amphitheatre, giving the
recruit the sense of a gladiator, walking into a vast space
filled with sunshine. The work
done to enhance the military
splendour and the environment of MRC is breathtaking
— courtesy cumulative efforts
of Commandants, including
incumbent Brig Rajeshwar
Singh.
‘Namaskaram’ is the salutation of the Thambi, owing its
origin to the Madras Native
Infantry which is the oldest
infantry regiment of the Army
though the Punjab Regiment claims a march ahead.
The Thambi, the Madras
Regiment, now recruits from
Kerala, Karnataka, Andhra

Pradesh, Telangana and, of
course, Tamil Nadu. Among its
famous pre-Independence battles is the epic at Assaye during
Second Anglo-Maratha War in
September 1803. A number of
Madras Native Infantry units
fought fearlessly and, though
outnumbered, Maj Gen Arthur
Wellesley, the Duke of Wellington, spearheaded the victory. “Winning the Assaye battle
was more difficult than Waterloo in 1915,” he ruminated.
The Madras Regiment’s postIndependence tally of battle
and theatre honours is staggering. More than once, it has
been adjudged the best marching contingent at the Republic Day parade. The pièce de
résistance of MRC is its grand
war museum, one of the best
in the country. It is state-ofthe-art and imaginatively laid
out into nine hexagonal and
two linear galleries covering
every facet of Amar Thambi:
From early history to the Hall
of Fame. One can spend hours
inside but do ask for the mobile
Thambi encyclopaedia, Maj
Navjot Dhaliwal, to enrich
your tour.
Defence Services Staff College: ‘To War With Wisdom’,
surrounded by symbolic
owls, is the DSSC motto. It
is a superbly laid out real
estate, perfectly conducive to
placing well-rounded heads
on square shoulders. Tamilselvam, worlds apart from
LTTE’s political czar, manages
the well-stocked Officers’ Mess
bar. It is here that a just arrived
Air Force Gp Capt is greeted
by an older Army Colonel
Directing Staff with: “Haven’t
we met before?” Short pause.

“We were in NDA, no?” guffawed the Gp Capt. They were
meeting after 20 years; such is
the magic of India’s premier
triservice academy. The DSSC
is the second stage of jointness
and integration before the third
step into the ultimate institute
of cross-learning, National
Defence College, New Delhi.
The aesthetic makeover of the
college, coupled with transformational restructuring of
the syllabus, makes it a truly
unified institution. Majors and
equivalent ranks in the other
two services are equipped here
to take up higher Command
and Staff appointments. The
DSSC imprimatur is a young
officer’s open sesame to higher
rank and responsibility. All
things being equal, the clincher
is: “Has the officer done Staff
College?”
Wellington Gymkhana Club:
Built in 1863 for British civil
and military officers, the idea of
the meter gauge railway from
Mettupalayam to Ootacamund
with Wellington as one of its
stops was born in the club’s
Gun Bar over cherry brandy
between two wise owls. Tennis
and squash courts, a croquet
course and the challenging
golf course trespassing the
Staff College are in play. The
Par 3 Fifth hole is as notorious
for Hole in One as balls lost in
crisscrossing streams. Little has
changed in the geography and
architecture of the Club except
the Perch recently constructed
to touch the fir and pine trees
engulfing the club. In the 1960s,
waiters used to address the clientele as ‘Master’. Today, it’s
become ‘saab’/Sir.
Stavka: Stavka, which in Rus-

sian means High Command,
is perched on a hillside on
the Kotagiri Road and is the
residence of Sam and Silloo
Manekshaw. Three km beyond
Simp’s Park, a high-gradient
road on the right climbs up to
it. Two Gorkha Gurung names
are carved out on a rock below
a temple near the gate constructed by them.
The ‘beware of dogs’ sign is
misleading as the three canines
along with three Gorkha housekeepers are extraordinarily
friendly. Last month, a bear
commandeered the Gurungs’
rations, even opening their
refrigerator to remove mango
juice. They laughed: “Our rum
is safe.” On another occasion,
a leopard was seated regally
on the roof of the Gorkha
outhouse. Even ‘Aayo Gorkhali’ did not help. The Manekshaws settled into Stavka after
the Government’s promise
to make Sam CDS/Member
UPSC never materialised.
From the large verandah, a
peek is possible of the dome of
DSSC which Sam commanded.
An original Maruti 800 and a
Sunbeam Talbott are functional. The Manekshaws’ cellar has
dried up with a rare bourbon
bottle remaining. The Gorkhas
keep the lawns and gardens
manicured and Stavka spick
and span as if Silloo and Sam
were still around.
(The writer, a retired Major
General, was Commander,
IPKF South, Sri Lanka, and
founder member of the Defence
Planning Staff, currently the
Integrated Defence Staff. The
views expressed are personal.)
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Rohit Kansal visits SKUAST-J; Advocates Mushroom
Cultivation as key enterprise for Youth

LOCAL

Army holds awareness
campaign on Road Safety
Top News Report

Top News Report
JAMMU, Jan 12:
Principal Secretary,
Higher Education,
Rohit Kansal, during
his recent visit to Shere-Kashmir University
of Agricultural Sciences and Technology of
Jammu interacted with
undergraduate students
of Experiential Learning
Programme on Mushroom Cultivation and
Spawn Production.
He appreciated the
efforts of faculty and
students and motivated them to take up
mushroom cultivation
and spawn production as an enterprise as
they have now become
fully trained in various

aspects of the trade. He
emphasized that artificial cultivation of mushrooms round the year
can be a reliable source
of income generation
and help the students
not only earn their livelihood but become job
providers rather than
job seekers. He stressed
upon the students to
take up the enterprise
of spawn production
in Jammu region so
that the demand of the
farmers regarding availability of spawn is taken
care of.
Dr. J.P. Sharma, Vice
Chancellor SKUAST
highlighted various
Experiential Learning
Programmes being run

in the University.
Dr. Pardeep Wali,
Director Research, Dr.
S.K. Gupta, Director
Extension, Dr. Bikram
Singh, Dean, Faculty
of Agriculture, Dr. S.K.
Gupta, Registrar, Dr.
Rajesh Katoch, Dean
Students Welfare,
Dharam Pal, Estates
Officer and faculty other
members of the University were present on the
occasion.
Dr. Amrish Vaid,
Head of Division of
Plant Pathology and Dr.
Sachin Gupta, Incharge
Mushroom Unit showed
various activities being
undertaken by their
respective units to the
dignitaries.

Congress playing into hands of antinational forces: Ravinder Raina

Top News Report
JAMMU, Jan 12:
Jammu and Kashmir,
Bharatiya Janata Party
President Ravinder
Raina said that the Congress party is playing
into the hands of antiNationals and harming
the National interests.
Ravinder
Raina
accompanied by the
former Dy. CM Kavinder Gupta, BJP General
Secretary Sunil Sharma
and party Chief Spokesperson Adv. Sunil Sethi
was addressing a Press
Conference at party
headquarter, Trikuta
Nagar, Jammu.
Raina said that a
reputed TV News
channel has made a big
disclosure on the negligence in the security of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi in Punjab on
05 January through a
sting operation.
On the road leading

to the Prime Minister’s
convoy, the protesters and radical groups
continued to do their
protests threatening the
PM’s security and the
Punjab police stood as
mute spectators. The
police were instructed
by the Channi government of the Congress
not to act on the protesters.
He said that it is clear
that PM’s security
breach in Punjab was
not a coincidence but
a bloody plot, was not
sudden but organized,
was not a natural but a
hatched conspiracy and
it was not spontaneous
but sponsored act of
violence.
“This incident shows
not only the negligence
of the Punjab Government but there was
complicity too in the
security lapse of the
Prime Minister. For this,
Congress high com-

mand will have to give
an answer”, Raina said.
“Sidhu calls it drama,
Harish Rawat says
that the bomb did not
explode, Baghel ji says
that there was no stone
pelting, Srinivas says
“how’s the josh”, Nana
Patole justifies the incident and Channi ji still
does not believe that
there was any danger
- this duplicity shows
what was the real purpose of Congress. Doing
politics over national
policies has become
the DNA of Congress.
This is not the first
time that the Congress,
while hating Shri Narendra Modi, has started
hating the country, the
post of Prime Minister,
the Constitution, the
army and security, and
the interest of the nation
itself. Even before this
- giving a clean chit to
Pakistan on Pulwama,
questioning the surgical
strike, asking for proof
on Balakot and repeatedly chiming in with the
propaganda of Pakistan
and China, hating only
and only one person - it
is the Congress. It has
become a habit for the
Congress Party. Now,
it’s clear that the Conspiracy against the PM’s
security directly links to
top leadership of Congress party”, Raina said.

Nitish recalls noble deeds of
Swami Vivekananda
Top News Report
JAMMU, Jan 12:
National Youth Day,
the birth anniversary
of Swami Vivekananda
ji was celebrated with
great fervour at Gandhi
Nagar Constituency.
Speaking on the occasion, Nitish Mahajan, State Executive
Member, BJP J&K. said
that the National Youth
Day is observed every
year to honour the
ideals and thoughts of
Swami Vivekananda
and to showcase how
the engagement of
young generation in
formal social mechanism has the potential
to enhance the positive
changes in the region.

It is celebrated to throw
light on the participation of youngsters,
which carries the potential to form better and
peaceful union territory
of Jammu and Kashmir,
he added.
Nitish recalled the
noble deeds of revolutionary saint of India
Swami Vivekananda
and threw light in detail
on the life and teachings
of Swami ji. He said
that youth must follow
the footsteps of Swami
Vivekananda and must
fix their goals with concern to their future as
well.
The senior BJP leader
said that Swami Vivekananda was a saint,
great thinker, social

reformer and a youth
icon. “His timeless
teachings and wisdom
are the driving force
behind youth empowerment; inspiring the
youth to develop a
sense of excellence and
selfless work for societal
renaissance” he added.
Nitish urged upon the
younger generation to
adopt virtuous values
among themselves and
develop a great sense
of duty towards the
nation and fellow citizens. “The philosophy
and ideals of Swamiji
for which he lived and
worked selflessly could
be a great source of
inspiration for the youth
of J&K UT,” he added.

KISHTWAR, Jan 12:
Kishtwar is a major
town along NH-244
which connects it to
Anantnag. The area has
seen a rise in road accidents leading to injuries
and loss of life. Lack of
knowledge of traffic
rules amongst village
population, specially
the students and youth
is the major cause of
such accidents.
With an aim to spread
awareness on road
safety and traffic rules,
the Indian Army organised an awareness cam-

paign at Dul in Kishtwar district.
The event was aimed
at raising public awareness about traffic rules
to reduce causalities
due to road accidents.
During the campaign,
the attendees were
informed about importance of following traffic rules on road, wearing helmets while driving and following speed
limits.
The campaign was
attended by large
number of villagers
including students and
youth.

Army organizes veterinary
camp at Keri
Top News Report
RAJOURI, Jan 12: A veterinary camp was organised
by 1st Army Field Veterinary Hospital at Dungi Panchayat in Keri, Rajouri.
With an aim to provide Medical cover to the livestock of the nearby villages and free medicine distribution. The camp was organised by Indian Army in
coordination with the veterinary team of 1st Army
Field Veterinary Hospital.
The camp was witnessed by an overwhelming population turnout from the area where in more than 200
local and 1037 cattle took part.
The veterinary team administered treatment and
medicines to 270 cattles, 128 buffalos, 481 sheep and
goat, 07 horses, 134 hens and 20 dogs. Dr Parul (Veterinary Doctor) from the Krishi Vigyan Kendra also
took part in the camp and assisted the Indian Army
veterinary team.

5
Ashok Koul releases new devotional song
under the title “Maiya Bawe Waliya

” Top

News
Report

JAMMU, Jan 12: Jammu
& Kashmir BJP General
Secretary (Org.) Ashok
Koul and BJP Sanskriti
Art & Culture Cell Convenor Bharat Bhushan
Sharma launched a new
devotional song under
the title “Maiya Bawe
Waliya”.
The song Maiya Bawe
Waliya has been sung by
singer Sheetal Magotra,
lyrics by Sonu Raipuria,
music by Ash k, Video
editing by K. K. Malhotra, Produced by Sahil
Mahajan with Special
Thanks to Rajveer Manni
for direction under the
Label: YouTube channel
Maa Bawe Wali Records.

Programme was organized by BJP District
Jammu Convenor Sanskrtiki, Art & Culture Cell
Sahil Mahajan. BJYM
President Arun Prabhat,
BJYM leader Gourav
Pargal and others were
also present on the occasion.
Speaking on the occasion, Ashok Koul said
that in Jammu and Kashmir, the devotional songs
of Gods and Goddesses
are played everywhere
during every religious
ritual or function whether
it is Jagrata, Langar, Seva,
Pooja or other religious
rituals. He said that the
people of Jammu and
Kashmir should also support and encourage the
local artists of Jammu and
Kashmir so that they can

also grow and reach new
heights in their respective
industries as it will make
every citizen of Jammu
and Kashmir proud.
Ashok Koul further
added that the youth of
J&K should also participate more in the religious
activities and rituals as it
will guide them towards
an enlightened future and
prevent them from going
on the wrong track in life
and doing illegal activities like drugs and ruining their own lives.
Bharat Bhushan Sharma
said that the Cell is
always there to support
every artist of Jammu
and Kashmir and if they
need any help they can
approach party for the
assistance.

Aijaz Khan urges LG to take action against
JDA for displacing nomads in Jammu
” Top

News Report

REASI, Jan 12: Apni Party Vice President Aijaz Ahmed Khan on Wednesday
criticizes the divisive policies adopted by
Jammu Development Authority by implementing its selective approach in Jammu
District.
Khan was concerned over the situation which has emerged due to deliberate attempts by JDA to incite the people
against the other by their selective
approach which projects the tribals as
encroachers.
“The Tribal community has been living
in the peripheral areas for centuries and
their displacement is really unfortunate

which should be condemned in strongest
words,” he said.
He said that the officials in JDA must be
held accountable for their action which
has made the people homeless. “This
Authority was established to provide
homes to the people in Jammu but they
are displacing the one community with a
communal approach,” he added.
He further said that the Lt Governor
Manoj Sinha should personally intervene
and take action against the erring officials
of JDA. “There must be an official statement from the Govt. The silence on the
issue will further aggravate the situation.
We will not tolerate the selective and divisive approach of JDA,” he added.

Jan 5 security breach at Punjab infact a
‘bloody design’ , says Altaf Thakur
” Top

News
Report

Dy Chairman chairs
meeting to discuss beneficiary
oriented scheme
Top News Report
LEH, Jan 12: Deputy Chairman, LAHDC Leh, Tsering Angchuk convened a meeting on Wednesday to
discuss beneficiary oriented schemes on Dairy units,
Fodder cultivation/production and Poultry farming
in Leh district.
The meeting discussed the establishment of Fodder
Cultivation/production, Dairy units and Poultry
farming on a subsidized scale in the district.
The meeting was attended by EC Animal/Sheep
Husbandry, Tashi Namgyal Yakzee; EC Minority
Affairs, Ghulam Mehdi Ashoor; Councillor Lamayuru, Morup Dorjay; Councillor Nyoma, Ishey Spalzang
and Chief Animal Husbandry Officer, Dr Mohd Iqbal.

Webnair on Swami Vivekanand
Jyanti held by TMF
Top News Report
JAMMU, Jan 12: Team Mask Force (TMF) Chairman
Vijay Sharma and former President of Bhartiya Vikas
Parishad vivekanand Branch organized a webinar on
Swami Vivekanand Jyanti here on the eve of his Birth
anniversary which is celebrated on 12 th of January every
year.
Addressing the participants TMF chairman vijay
Sharma said Swami j Birth anniversary is commemorated
as National youth day on 12th January and ceremonies
all over the country.
Swami Ji has been the source of Inspiration and strength
for all the youth world over, added Sharma.
Subhash Gupta vice president of Swami Vivekanand
Branch in his deliberation attributed the PM Narender
Modi’s programme based on ideological cult of Swami
whose every efforts tantamount to strengthening the
youth of the Nation by having clear cut cultural and
spiritual events in the country.
President V.K Phoa in his message laid emphasis on
Youth free from Drug abuse which if not done will ruin
the youth of any Nation and particularly Indian youth.
Patron of Branch and Secretary of branch also deliberated on the webinar.
Arun Sharma central Sr.Most leader who has also been
member of the branch and former president of state BVP
chaired the webinar. Vote of Thanks was given by Kapai,
Secretary of Branch.

SRINAGAR, Jan 12:
BJP JK spokesman Altaf
Thakur today said that
January 5 security breach
during PM Narendera
Modi’s cavalcade in
Punjab as a “bloody
design” of Punjab gov-

ernment especially Congress party.
While addressing a
press conference in Srinagar party headquarters, he said that the
candid admission of
some security agencies
about PM Modi’s arrival
has taken lid off Punjab
government’s claims that
they were unaware of

Modi’s arrival.
Thakur said security breach was infact
a bloody design aimed
at playing with the life
of country’s top leader
which is an act highly
condemnable. Secretary
JK BJP Dr Farida khan
and election incharge Asif
Masoodi was present in
the press conference.

National Youth Day: JU holds Lecture to mark
Swami Vivekananda’s Birth Anniversary
” Top

News Report

JAMMU, Jan 12: To commemorate Swami
Vivekananda Ji’s Birth Anniversary as
National Youth Day, the Department of Students Welfare, University of Jammu organized an online Lecture on the topic “Spiritualizing Life & Living” by Prof. Arvind
Jasrotia, Dean, Faculty of Law & Registrar,
University of Jammu. Prof. Manoj K. Dhar,
esteemed Vice Chancellor, University of
Jammu was the Chief Guest at the occasion.
The commemoration marked the celebrations of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsava.
The virtual event was attended by students, scholars, teachers, staff of the University and members of civil society.
Prof. Manoj K. Dhar congratulated Dean
Students Welfare, Prof. Prakash C. Antahal
and his team for successfully organising
such a programme of high relevance. Citing
the statistics that India is the Country of
youth, he asserted this programme as highly
relevant and meaningful. Moreover, Swami
Vivekanda’s vision has got all the essence
which is required to make the youth of the
country empowered, positive, courageous
and thoughtful. He also emphasised that
some of the innovative ventures/projects
of Govt. of India would go a long way in
realizing the vision of Swami Vivekananda
in several senses. He gladly shared that, realizing the vision of Hon’ble Prime Minister
Sh. Narendra Modi, and under the guidance
of the Chancellor of University of Jammu,
and Hon’ble Lieutenant Governor of J&K
Sh. Manoj Sinha, University of Jammu has
taken innovative initiatives to provide entrepreneurship skills to the youth of the region.
He termed today’s session as an in-depth,
spiritually stimulating session. He praised
Prof. Jasrotia for the examples and anecdotes
he quoted for their suitability in shaping
our minds. Speaking about National Youth
Day, he expressed that the philosophy and
ideals of Swami Ji serve a great purpose in
inculcating inner strength in the youth of the
country. As Swami Ji told about Physical,
Social, Intellectual and spiritual quest and
believed that ‘Successful life is nothing if it is

not meaningful’, he invoked the youth of the
region to come forward with constructive
thoughts to face the exciting and challenging
times as Swami ji dwelt on the capabilities
of the youth in detail.
Citing the examples of the golden thoughts
of Swami Vivekananda, Prof. Arvind Jasrotia, with reverence stated Swami Ji as a
modern seer with ancient spiritual background who believed that to believe in god is
to believe in one’s own-self and considered
that ‘Each soul is potentially divine and the
goal is to manifest the divinity within’ and
‘There is unity of existence’. He termed his
teachings as ‘It is a journey from ignorance to
knowledge’. Prof. Jasrotia fortified his speech
with appropriate and relevant Slokas from
Upnishadhas. Exemplifying that ‘Vedanta’ is
the highest knowledge of human existence
he also cited anecdotes from Bhagvad Geeta.
He very lucidly explained the concept of
‘Equanimity of mind is called Yog. He also
conducted a meditation session, which was
very effective. He precisely answered the
questions of the participants and ended his
session with a noteworthy thought that ‘We
are spiritual beings having human experience’.
Earlier, in his welcome address, Prof.
Prakash Antahal informed that Department of Students Welfare fondly organises
events which inculcate positivity and intellect amongst students. He also deliberated
on the importance of celebration of such
days which infuse determination and confidence in the youth. He shared his personal
experience of the intellectual and spiritual
inclination of Prof. Jasrotia.
Prof. Vishav Raksha, Chairperson Campus
Cultural Committee presented the vote of
thanks and summarized the main highlights of the session. She also congratulated
members of Campus Cultural Committee
for organising continuous and meaningful events. Dr. Garima Gupta, Assistant
Dean, SW conducted the virtual event very
explicitly. The event was organised under
the guidance of Prof. Prakash C. Antahal,
Prof. Vishav Raksha, Prof. Sanjana Kaul, CoChairperson, Campus Cultural Committee,
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As Chandigarh Kare Aashiqui becomes the moststreamed content on OTT within 24 hours of its release,
we look at how the city lives and breathes in the film

Within 24 hours of
Chandigarh Kare Aashiqui releasing on OTT
platform Netflix on
January 7, it became
the most-streamed content. As the movie goes
around the world, we
look at it not just from
the angle of gender
inclusivity but also
through the lens of a
Chandigarhian!
While the city gets its
due share in songs—
Ranjit Bawa’s Yaari
Chandigarh Waliye,
Hardy Sandhu-Badshah’s Dila doon ghar
Chandigarh mein to
the original Chandigarh Kare Aashiqui
sung by Hardeep Singh
(remixed for the film) —
the Ayushmann Khurrana-starrer brings the
city’s name into a film
title. While the credit for
the title has often been
given to Ayushmann,
the actor from the city,
shares how the title actually came from his other
half, Tahira Kashyap,
who is also a city resi-

dent. So how did this
Chandigarh da munda
relate to this Punjabi
character? Ayushmann,
himself a Chandigarh
lad, may have been
markedly different from
Manu Munjal, but as he
puts it, “In Chandigarh
one often meets guys
like him. You bump
into such characters,
for whom physicality
matters the most all the
time, especially at the
gyms. Even during my
college days, while playing cricket, I met many
of his kind.”
Fitness first
Many iconic landmarks of the city come
alive in the cinematography by Manoj Lobo. As
for the cultural inflections, the city designed
by a French architect
is a perfect getaway
for many residents
of nearby towns. No
wonder Vani Kapoor,
a trans-woman trying
to find a new life in
this very city, hails
from Ambala. The film,

directed by Abhishek
Kapoor, justifies its
title, feels choreographer Jas K Shan, whose
fleeting glimpse one
sees through the zumba
sequences. “Though
shot in Covid times, the
film’s got the city feel,”
she says.
“From boating at
Sukhna Lake to the wellmaintained gardens and
cycling around Leisure
Valley, Chandigarh

Have Malaika Arora and
Arjun Kapoor broken up?
Actress is ‘very sad’, has gone
into isolation: Report

Are Malaika Arora
and Arjun Kapoor
heading for a break up.
After being together for
over four years, Malaika
and Arjun have decided
to part ways, according

to BollywoodLife.com.
As per reports, “It’s
been more than six days,
Malaika Arora hasn’t
stepped out from her
house. She has totally
gone into isolation. It is

said that she is extremely sad and has decided
to stay away from
the world for a while.
While Arjun Kapoor
too hasn’t visited her
even once in these days.
In fact, Arjun was spotted just three days ago
at sister Rhea Kapoor’s
house for dinner. Rhea’s
house is extremely close
to Malaika’s house and
despite that, he didn’t
go and meet her after
dinner. Malaika usually attends these family
dinners with Arjun
but this time she was
not seen with him,” a
source told the portal.
Last week, Malaika
Arora excused herself
from shooting for the
grand finale of India’s
Best Dancer 2 due to
ill-health. Sources close
to the show shared that
she was feeling “a little
low.”

Kare Aashiqui has a
feel of the city. While
the title justifies the city
it is set in, it is a different ashiqui that takes
the cake here,” laughs
comedian Ssumier S.
Pasricha. “Chandigarh
Kare Ashiqui has now
become a folk song,”
says singer Harpreet
Singh, who first sang the
song in the 90s. “There
have been many renditions of the song, but

knack for music.
Alka said, “I wish him
hearty congratulations
and all the very best.
He might be making a
debut as a music composer now, but he has
had that talent in him
since forever.
I have seen him giving
his two cents in every
single song that we
have recorded together, and it became the
punchline of the song,
so I just wish him all
the good luck for this
debut.”

Emily in Paris renewed for two more seasons

Season 2 of Emily in Paris was
released on December 22 and in
no time the series debuted on
the Global Netflix Top 10.
Now, in less than a month, the
makers have announced two
more seasons of the hit series.
The Emmy-nominated series
is created, executive produced
and written by Darren Star and
revolves around an ambitious
marketing executive from Chicago.
Unexpectedly, she lands her
dream job in Paris when her
company acquires a French
luxury marketing company and
she is tasked with revamping

their social media strategy.
Emily’s new life in Paris is
filled with intoxicating adventures and surprising challenges as she tries to win her
colleagues, make friends, and
navigate new romances. In
season 2, entrenched in her life
in Paris, Emily’s getting better
at navigating the city but still
struggling with the idiosyncrasies of French life. After
stumbling into a love triangle
with her neighbour and her
first real French friend, Emily
is determined to focus on her
work — which is getting more
complicated by the day.

Jasmin Bhasin set to debut in a
Punjabi film with Honeymoon
Jasmin Bhasin is all
set to make her debut
in Punjabi film industry
opposite Gippy Grewal.
Titled Honeymoon, the
Punjabi ‘romedy’ is
written by Naresh Kathooria and directed by
Amarpreet G S Chhabra. The film went on
floors on Tuesday (January 11) in Punjab. The
makers gave a sneak
peek from the sets by
sharing pictures.

Shoaibe Dhebar, Sneha
Gupta and Star Boy Loc come
together for Naach Basanti
The upcoming music
video called Naach Basanti, starring Shoaibe
Dhebar, Sneha Gupta
and Star Boy Loc is
releasing on January 20.
Sneha Gupta looks
absolutely stunning
in it, to say the least
and her pairing with
Shoaibe Dhebar and
Star Boy LOC is fresh.
The music video is
directed by Faisal Miya
Photuwale and the
song has been sung
by Star Boy Loc. It has
been choreographed by
Akshay Jain.
Shoaibe says, “I am
super excited for the
release of the video
which will be on January 20. A huge thank
you to all the makers.
We have a winner here.
It’s catchy and people
will definitely remember this. I hope to bring
some quality entertainment to people during
these trying times. Let’s
maintain the protocols
and not take this virus
lightly. Love and light
to all.”

with city actor Ayushmann starring in the
film, it creates magic,”
he adds.
Typical flavour
The theme gets amplified in how different
characters take the story
forward. Over indulgent
sisters taking charge of
their brother’s love life
to Yograj Singh as the
mentor, are characters
that one can well relate
to if hailing from Chandigarh. “Not only one
gets to see Chandigarh
locales, but also witness
the typical mindset.
The film reflects how a
typical Punjabi would
react to a taboo topic,”
says Jas K shan. Off-beat
topic
Well-known theatre
director Neelam Mansingh Chowdhry says,
“I felt as if the city never
became a character in
the film, Since there is
Chandigarh in the title,
I hoped for more signages. But I do like that
the film talks about an
off-beat topic.”

Alka Yagnik on
Subhash Ghai’s debut
as music composer

Subhash Ghai is a man
of many talents. With
his upcoming debut
OTT film on ZEE5, 36
Farmhouse, he has
also made his debut
as a music composer
and director along
with being a producer
and storywriter for the
same.
With another feather
added to his hat, his colleague, popular singer
Alka Yagnik sent out
best wishes to him for
the new project and
also acknowledged his
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Fans praise Debina Bonnerjee’s
stance in Bigg Boss 15
Actress Debina Bonnerjee entered Bigg Boss
15 recently as a panellist.
The actress’passionate
stance has gone viral
ever since the episode
was aired.
She fearlessly put
forward her opinion
without getting in any
argument with the
other panellists. Fans
are praising Debina for
how she articulated her
point of view and gracefully expressed it.
One user tweeted:
“Please come in next
season. You got a voice
with tightness,” while
another user wrote,
“Loved how you voice
your opinion. Crystal
clear, assertive and the
point. You were the
only one who was able
to say everything you
wanted to without getting bothered by other
panellist’s voices.”
Debina too expressed
her feelings taking to
her Instagram handle
and she wrote, “Now, I
know you loved me in

#biggboss last night.
Interestingly people
have always seen me
voicing dialogues...
people had not seen me
voice my opinion. This

was the first of its kind
and I’m glad you found
them to the point also
holding on to my dignity and with a lot of
grace.”

Harshaali Malhotra honoured with
Bharat Ratna Dr. Ambedkar Award

Kabir Khan-directed Bajrangi Bhaijaan was loved by fans, and the chemistry between Salman Khan and child
actor Harshaali Malhotra was the
film’s highlight. Harshaali, who has
now grown up as a beautiful young
girl, was honoured with Bharat Ratna
Dr. Ambedkar Award, at an event held
in Mumbai recently. Harshaali shared
pictures from the ceremony on social
media and thanked Salman Khan,
Kabir Khan, casting director Mukesh
Chhabra, and the entire team of the
film for giving her the opportunity to
play Munni in the 2015 film.

Digiflix has announced a new web series,
Gum Ho Jaayen

The OTT platform Digiflix
TV has announced a new web
series titled Gum Ho Jaayen,
directed by S Manasvi.
The show stars Jyoti Sharma
and Ayush Anand in the lead
roles and revolves around
the story of Ira Kanwar, who
is searching for her missing
husband at a resort where she
meets Rishith Nigam, who is
also searching for his missing girlfriend. A bond develops between the two and they
realise they’re trapped in a
toxic relationship. Actress Jyoti
Sharma will be playing the role

of Ira Kanwar while Ayush
Anand will be seen as Rishith
Nigam.
Speaking about the show,
Nishant Awasthi of Digiflix
TV says, “Gum Ho Jaayen is a
tale about two people whose
lives collide because of the loss
endured by them. In the journey to find their missing partners, they are forced to doubt
the decisions of their past and
how they can undo them. Love,
loss, friendship, betrayal, tragedy and anguish is what the
show portrays.”

Compete and conquer is the mantra of new India: PM
Says India’s youth writing the code of global prosperity

NEW DELHI, Jan 12
(Agencies): Prime Minister Narendra Modi on
Wednesday said ‘compete and conquer’ is the
mantra of new India
with the youth writing
the code of global prosperity.
Modi was speaking
on National Youth Day,
celebrated annually to
mark the birth anniversary of Swami Vivekananda.
Addressing the event
in virtual mode, the PM
said India is entering
the golden age of startups riding the strength
of Indian youth.
“Today disruptions
are happening but this
disruption is for development. The Indians
are innovating and collaborating to find solutions and writing the
code of global prosperity. They are ruling the
roost in the world of
unicorns. India is entering the golden age of
the startup world. The
mantra of new India is
compete and conquer,”
said the PM, citing the
Indian achievements in
the recent paralympics
and terming them as a
never-before event.

The PM also hailed
the adolescents for vaccine acceptance saying
over 2 crore children
aged 15 to 18 had been
vaccinated already.
“Today’s children show
the resolve for duty. Our
15 to 18 year olds have
shown a tremendous
sense of responsibility
by quickly getting vaccinated,” said the PM.
He added that the
government bill to raise
the age of marriage for
women to 21 years on
par with boys is a step
towards equality.
“Boys and girls are
equal. The raising of the
legal age of marriage

will help girls build a
career and get space,”
the PM said, adding that
the world today is looking at India with hope
and trust because India
is the youngest country
in the world – young in
enterprise, in dreams, in
thoughts and in awakening. Saluting the
sacrifices by Sahibzadas, the sons of Guru
Gobind Singh; of Bhagat
Singh and Netaji Subhas
Chander Bose for the
freedom of India, the
PM said, “Bharat ki
toh pracheenta mein
bhi naveenta hai (there
is modernity even in
India’s ancient history).”

Four nabbed in Jodhpur for
preparing forged documents
for Pak immigrants

JODHPUR, Jan 12
(Agencies): Four persons have been arrested
here for allegedly preparing forged documents for Pakistan
citizens in order to
get them Indian visas,
police said.
Two accused are relatives while two others
include a student and
an employee of an NGO.
A case was registered
on the directions of a
CID inspector, who had
conducted an inquiry
into a complaint against
them by the Union Ministry of Home Affairs
last month.
“In the investigation,
Narendra alias Nemaram Tak, Sohel Rohani,
Chiranjit alias Ashok
Meghwal and Shital
Bheel were found guilty

of preparing forged
documents. We have
arrested them on Tuesday evening,” a senior
police official said.
Investigation revealed
that the accused colluded to get the documents
like sponsor certificate,
identity card and residential certificate for
the visas for Pakistan
citizens willing to come
to India, police said.
For the attestation,
they fabricated the
signature of a teacher
Gautam Puri, the police
said.
“During investigation, we found that Puri
had no idea about this
attestation in his name
and he was not aware
of his name being used
in fabrication of documents for this purpose”,

said the officer associated with the investigation adding that a third
class teacher does not
fall into the category of
a gazetted officer, thus
ineligible for such attestations.
Of the four accused,
Sohel and Chiranjiv
worked as a typist in
the High Court premises here and had charged
Rs 500 for preparing
forged documents for
11 Pak citizens so far,
the officer said.
Sohle and Chirinjiv
are relatives and were
working as agents to
prepare Visas for willing Pakistani citizens.
As per the procedure,
a Pakistan citizen has to
submit his documents
to the Indian High commission in Pakistan for
a visa for India. For this,
there is the requirement of a sponsor or
guarantor from India.
This sponsor certificate has to be attested
by a gazetted officer.
This certificate is then
annexed with the visa
documents to obtain a
visa for India.

Wardha police arrest Kalicharan Maharaj
for remarks against Mahatma Gandhi
WARDHA, Jan 12 (Agencies): The
Wardha police arrested Hindu religious leader Kalicharan Maharaj on
Wednesday in connection with a case
registered against him here in Maharashtra for allegedly making derogatory remarks against Mahatma Gandhi.
The seer was brought here around
5 am from Raipur in Chhattisgarh,
where he was lodged in a jail in connection with a similar case registered
against him there, sub-divisional officer of police Piyush Jagtap said.
He was produced before the court of
a local magistrate who remanded him
in judicial custody.
The case against the religious leader
was registered at Wardha city police
station on December 29, 2021.
Earlier, Kalicharan Maharaj had been
arrested by the Raipur police for allegedly making derogatory comments
about Mahatma Gandhi at an event
in the Chhattisgarh capital city on
December 26 last year.
A similar case was also registered
against him by Akola police in Maharashtra.
Last week, the Pune police had arrested him for allegedly making inflamma-
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tory speeches during the ‘Shiv Pratap
Din’ programme there on December 19,
2021, organised to celebrate the killing
of Adilshahi commander Afzal Khan
by Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj in 1659.
A court in Pune last Friday granted
bail to him in that case following which
he was sent to jail in Raipur in the case
of his comments against Mahatma
Gandhi.
The Wardha police arrest him on
Wednesday from there after submitting a production warrant, an official
said.

Hailing Indian youth,
the PM said they would
surely carve the path of
happiness and security
for the country.
“The world agrees that
India today has two
major powers – demography and democracy.
The nation’s strength is
directly proportional to
its youth power. India’s
youth not only have a
demographic dividend,
they also have democratic values. India considers its youth the drivers of development,”
said the PM, adding that
the Indian youth were
leading development
and democratic values.

“What India says
today, the world considers the voice of tomorrow. India’s dreams
mirror the dreams
of the world. Today’s
youth have to live for
the country and fulfil
the dreams of freedom
fighters,” said the PM
exhorting youngsters
to resolve for a better
India. Quoting Sri
Aurobindo, the PM said
a brave, clean-hearted
and aspiring youth is
the only foundation on
which a future nation
can be built.
“Sr i Au robi ndo’s
remarks should serve as
a life lesson for 21st century youth. Today as the
world’s youngest nation
we are at a crossroads.
This is a crossroads of
new dreams and resolutions. Youth’s strength
can steer India to new
heights,” the PM said,
adding that the government is attempting
to create space for the
youth, minimise its
interference and support enterprise.
The PM also urged
everyone to think about
being vocal for local
when buying products.

Yogi Adityanath may contest
from Ayodhya or Gorakhpur

NEW DELHI, Jan 12
(Agencies): Contrary
to the speculation that
he may contest from
Mathura, sources in the
BJP indicate that Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath is likely to pitch
his claim in the upcoming Assembly elections
in Uttar Pradesh either
from Ayodhya or Gorakhpur, his original area
of influence.
Adityanath who is cur-

rently an MLC did not
contest the last election
in 2017 as at that time
he was still the BJP MP
from Gorakhpur where
the Gorakhnath Math of
which he is the mahant
is located.
Of late, there was the
speculation that Adityanath may contest from
Mathura, the constituency currently represented
by his Power Minister
Shrikant Sharma.

The BJP has been
building a pitch around
a grand temple for Lord
Krishna at his birthplace in Mathura on the
lines of the Ram Temple
atAyodhya.
Sources, however,
said Shrikant Sharma
is likely to be repeatedfrom Mathura.
Therefore, Adityanath
will contest either from
Ayodhya or Gorakhpur.
When Adityanath’s
relation with the BJP
leadership soured
around 2002,he not only
activated the Hindu
Mahasabha in east UP
but also launched the
Hindu Yuva Vahini to
mobilise youth for the
Ram temple movement.
The organisation has a
good spread in the central and east UP.

More trouble for BJP: Another UP
minister quits Adityanath’s cabinet
days before assembly elections
NEW DELHI, Jan 12 (Agencies):
Another minister from Uttar Pradesh
put in his papers on Sunday—a development that could potentially spell
more trouble for the Bharatiya Janata
Party. Dara Singh Chauhan, a cabinet
minister in Chief Minister Adityanath’s government, became the second
prominent minister to quit after Swami

Prasad Maurya. Maurya joined the
Samajwadi Party after he quit. Three
MLAs followed suit soon after, quitting the party in quick succession. The
development spells more trouble for
Adityanath’s BJP government, which
is seeking re-election. Uttar Pradesh
is scheduled to vote in a seven-phase
election starting February 10.

Supreme Court ex-judge Justice Indu Malhotra to head
panel to probe breach in PM security in Punjab

NEW DELHI, Jan 12
(Agencies): Former
Supreme Court Judge,
Justice Indu Malhotra,
will head the special
panel to probe into the
security lapse during
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s visit
to Punjab last week,
the Supreme Court
announced on Wednesday.
A Bench led by CJI NV
Ramana said the other
members of the panel
will be DG of the NIA
or an Inspection General level officer nominated by him, police
chief of Union Territory
of Chandigarh, ADGP
(Security) of Punjab,
and the Registrar General of the Punjab and
Haryana High Court.
“We are of considered
opinion that such a
sensitive issue relating
to breach of the Prime

Minister’s security can’t
be left to one-sided
inquiries by the Centre
or the state government.
A judicially trained
i ndependent m i nd
assisted by officers well
acquainted with security considerations, and
the Registrar General of
the High Court who had
seized records on our
orders, would inquire
into the incident,” it
said. The committee will probe into the
causes of the security

breach, ascertain as to
who were the persons
responsible for it and
recommend measures
for preventing such
lapses in VVIPs’ security in future, it said.
The Bench -- which
also included Justice
Surya Kant and Justice
Hima Kohli -- stayed
the proceedings initiated by the inquiry committees set up by the
Centre and the Punjab
Government.
The top court directed

the Registrar General of
the Punjab and Haryana
High Court to submit all
records and documents
seized by him orders to
probe panel head.
The Bench -- which
had on Monday said,
“We are taking the PM’s
security breach very
seriously” --requested the probe panel to
submit its report at the
earliest.
The order came on a
PIL filed by ‘Lawyer’s
Voice’ seeking a thorough investigation into
the security lapse during
Prime Minister’s visit to
Punjab.
The security breach
happened on January 5
when Modi was on his
way to address a BJP
rally and his cavalcade
had to take a U-turn
after some protesters
blocked his way. The
Prime Minister was

reportedly stuck on a
flyover for around 20
minutes.
Punjab Advocate General DS Patwalia had on
Monday demanded an
independent probe into
the breach in the Prime
Minister’s security,
saying the state would
not get a fair hearing in
any probe carried out by
the Centre.
Solicitor General
Tushar Mehta said the
centre’s committee had
only issued show cause
notices. It’s an admitted case of security
lapse and the PM was
exposed, he had said.
The Supreme Court
had on Monday ordered
setting up a high-level
committee headed by a
former judge of the top
court to probe into the
security lapse but the
composition was not
announced.

Supreme Court issues notice to Uttarakhand govt
over hate speech at Haridwar Dharm Sansad
Asking the Uttarakhand Government to respond to the PIL filed by journalist Qurban Ali and senior advocate
Anjana Prakash, a Bench led by CJI NV Ramana posts the matter for further hearing after 10 days
NEW DELHI, Jan
12 (Agencies): The
Supreme Court on
Wednesday issued
notice to the Uttarakhand Government on
a PIL seeking action
against those responsible for delivering hate
speeches during the
‘Dharam Sansad’ held
at Haridwar last month.
Asking the Uttarakhand Government to
respond to the PIL filed
by journalist Qurban
Ali and senior advocate Anjana Prakash,
a Bench led by CJI NV
Ramana posted the
matter for further hearing after 10 days.
On behalf of the petitioners, senior advocate
Kapil Sibal urged the
top court to stay the
next Dharm Sansad
scheduled to be held at
Aligarh later this month
and take up the matter
on Monday for this
purpose but the Bench
didn’t pass any such
orders.
“We allow the petitioners to bring the case

before the notice of the
authorities and how it
is against certain penal
provisions,” the CJI told
Sibal.
On behalf of an intervenor, senior advocate
Indira Jaising said the
guidelines laid down by
the top court were not
being followed.
During the hearing,
the Bench said similar
issues were pending
before another Bench
led by Justice AM Khan-

wilkar and that this
petition should be sent
to that Bench.
However, it agreed to
issue notice to the Uttarakhand Government
after Sibal insisted that
his petition was specifically on the issue of
hate speech at Haridwar
Dharm Sansad.
“We are living in difficult times where the
slogan of the country
has changed from ‘Satyamev Jayate’ to ‘Sashas-

tramev Jayate’,” Sibal
had told the Bench on
Monday.
“The said speeches
thus pose a grave threat
not just to the unity and
integrity of our country but also endanger
the lives of millions of
Muslim citizens”, the
petitioners have submitted.
“That the contents of
the speech feed into an
already prevailing discourse which seeks to

reimagine the Indian
republic as exclusivist,
and that which has no
space for other cultures,
traditions and practices.
Such a discourse is in
itself violative of constitutional guarantees
provided to minority
cultures and religions
in India,” they submitted.
They sought the
court’s urgent intervention in respect of the
hate speeches delivered
between the 17th and
19th of December, 2021
in two events organized
in Haridwar by one Yati
Narsinghanand, and in
Delhi by ‘Hindu Yuva
Vahini’ with the apparent objective of declaring a war against a significant section of the
Indian citizenry.
Alleging that the
speakers made open
calls for genocide of
Muslims, the petitioners
said the speeches were
not mere hate speeches
but an open call for
murder of an entire
community.
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Bumrah strikes early but S Africa fight back in third test
Wicket is providing plenty of seam movement, but does not have bounce of pitches
where first two tests were played
CAPE TOWN, Jan
12 (Agencies): Jasprit
Bumrah took an early
wicket but India bowled
without luck as South
Africa reached 100 for
three at lunch on day
two of the decisive
third and final test at
Newlands, still 123 runs
behind the tourists’ first
innings score of 223.
The Indian seamers
beat the bat with regularity and when they
did find the edge, the
ball feel agonisingly
short of the slips on
numerous occasions.
Keegan Petersen battled hard for his 40 not
out in sweltering heat
and will resume after
the interval with Rassie
van der Dussen, who is
on 17. The wicket is pro-

viding plenty of seam
movement, but does not
have the bounce of the
Highveld pitches where
the first two tests were
played, perhaps deceiving the Indian slip fielders, who have stationed

themselves too far back
from the crease.
South Africa will be
relieved to have lost
only the two wickets
as they resumed on
17-1, especially as the
first came in the second

ball of the day. Opener
Aiden Markram looked
to leave a delivery from
Bumrah (2-16), but
the ball jagged back
and clattered into the
stumps as the seamer
picked up his second

wicket after he also dismissed home captain
Dean Elgar late on the
first evening. Nightwatch m a n Kesh av
Maharaj was the other
batsman out in the
opening session as he
drove past a straight
delivery from Umesh
Yadav to give the fast
bowler his first wicket.
That came with the
score on 45, but Petersen and Van der Dussen
weathered a storm to
add an unbeaten 55 for
the fourth wicket.
The series is level at
1-1 after India won the
first test in Pretoria by
113 runs, before South
Africa bounced back
to claim the second in
Johannesburg by seven
wickets.

Hope Lovlina makes it to IPS cadre: Himanta after
Olympic medallist’s enlistment in Assam Police

GUWAHATI, Jan 12 (Agencies): Olympic bronze medallist Lovlina Borgohain was
on Wednesday enlisted as a
trainee deputy superintendent
(DySP) in the Assam Police with
Chief Minister Himanta Biswa
Sarma, who joined the pipping
ceremony, exuding confidence
that she will get inducted into
the Indian Police Service (IPS)
cadre in due course.
An emotional Borgohain
thanked the police department
and affirmed that she will put
in her best efforts to bring more
glory to the state.
Speaking at the programme,
Sarma said Borgohain winning bronze in boxing at last
year’s Tokyo Olympics was perhaps one of the most glorious
moments of the state’s sporting
history. Given the pugilist’s age,
she should be able to secure a
top position within Assam
Police Service (APS) some day
and subsequently make it to IPS
cadre, Sarma maintained.
“We recommend the brightest
APS officers for the IPS cadre.
She will automatically qualify
for it, provided she completes
her graduation in the meantime,” Sarma stated.
The chief minister exhorted
the 24-year-old to set a shining
example of equal dedication
to her other responsibilities as
well.

Besides her monthly salary,
Lovlina will be given additional Rs 1 lakh per month for her
training expenses, he said.
If it gets difficult for her to
continue training at Patiala in
Punjab, the state government
might think of bringing an
international-level coach for
her to Guwahati, he promised.
“We will also soon name a
road in Guwahati after Lovlina,” Sarma said.
Referring to enlistment of
other sportspersons in the
Assam Police since last year, in
line with the state’s new policy,
Sarma said sports should not be
viewed as a co-curricular activity anymore.
“Earlier, parents used to dissuade their children from pursuing sports after a certain age
as there was no guarantee of a
successful career even if someone excelled in a discipline. We
want to change that. We want to
prove that sports itself can be a
career,” he asserted.
Besides putting a thrust on
recruitment of sportspersons
in the Assam Police, the government is also working on
increasing sports quota in other
departments, Sarma pointed
out. He said that priority was
being given to construction of
sport complexes in different
parts of the state, including a Rs
25-crore stadium named after

Savita named captain of
Indian women hockey team
for Asia Cup in Muscat

NEW DELHI, Jan 12
(Agencies): Experienced
goalkeeper Savita will
lead India at the upcoming women’s Asia Cup
in Muscat as Hockey
India on Wednesday named a strong
18-member squad for
the event, including 16
players that featured at
the Tokyo Olympics.
Since regular skipper
Rani Rampal is recovering from an injury
in Bengaluru, Savita
will lead the side in the
tournament, which is
scheduled to be held
between January 21-28
at the Sultan Qaboos
Sports Complex.
India have been placed
in Pool A along with
Japan, Malaysia and
Singapore. They will
open their title defence
against Malaysia on the
opening day. They will
next take on Japan (Jan

No change in Test rankings of
Rohit Sharma and Virat Kohli
Lovlina in Sarupathar assembly constituency. “Coaching,
training and talent identification are essential. The government is focussing on early
talent identification and giving
them scholarships to take such
sportspersons forward,” the
CM said.
Sarma, who launched a crusade against the drug menace
after assuming office in May
last year, noted that sports can
work as an alternative to engage
youths and dissuade them from
substance abuse.
The CM said every police station has been asked to form own
football and volleyball teams,
which can then participate in
district-level competitions.

He urged upon the district
administrations to ensure
timely organisation of schoollevel sports competitions once
the pandemic situation eases.
Borgohain, in her brief speech
on the occasion, said, “This is a
memorable day for me as I am
joining the Assam Police.” “I
will give my best in the boxing
ring and bring more glory to
my state and people,” the Khel
Ratna awardee added as her
eyes welled up with tears.
The pugilist scripted history
last year by becoming the first
sportsperson from Assam to
win an Olympic medal. She
clinched the bronze in the
welter-weight category in last
year’s Tokyo Games.

DUBAI, Jan 12 (Agencies): Out-ofaction India opener Rohit Sharma and
skipper Virat Kohli continue to remain
static at the fifth and ninth positions
respectively in the latest ICC Test rankings, issued on Wednesday.
While Rohit has 781 rating points,
Kohli is just inside the top-10 with 740
points.
The batting list is being headed by
Marnus Labuschangne of Australia
with 924 points, while England skipper Joe Root (881) and Steve Smith
(871) are in the second and third spots
respectively.
New Zealand captain Kane Williamson (862) is at the fourth position.
Mayank Agarwal has dropped a rung
and is the next best-placed Indian in
the 13th spot.
Among Indian bowlers, veteran offspinner Ravichandran Ashwin has
managed to hold on to his second spot

Novak Djokovic confirms error on Australian entry
form, visa still in doubt

MELBOURNE, Jan 12 (Agencies):
Novak Djokovic said “human error”
was behind a mistake made on his Australian entry documents that breached
the country’s strict laws on reporting recent travel, as the government
weighed whether to deport the player.
Djokovic was held in immigration
detention in Melbourne for several
days after his visa was cancelled by
border force officials, who questioned
his medical exemption for a requirement to be vaccinated for COVID-19.
He was released on Monday when a
judge quashed that decision, saying the
cancellation of the visa was “unreasonable” because the player was not been
given time to consult with lawyers and
tennis officials when he arrived in the
country.
On Wednesday, Djokovic said his
travel declaration was filled in by his
support team, who made an “administrative mistake” when they ticked the
“no” box in response to whether he
had travelled elsewhere in the 14 days
before arriving in Australia.
“This was human error and certainly
not deliberate,” Djokovic said in a post
on Instagram. “We are living in challenging times in a global pandemic
and sometimes these mistakes can
occur.” The statement came as Australia’s Immigration Minister Alex Hawke
considered whether to cancel the world
number one tennis player’s visa ahead
of the Australian Open, which starts
on Jan. 17.
Giving false or misleading information in the form is an offence, carrying a maximum penalty of 12 months
in prison, and a fine of up to A$6,600

23) and Singapore (Jan
24).
The semifinals will be
played on January 26
and the final on January 28.
The top four-teams
will qualify for the 2022
World Cup, to be held in
Spain and Netherlands.
Experienced defender
Deep Grace Ekka will
be Savita’s deputy.
The team includes
goalkeeper Rajani Etimarpu and defenders Gurjit Kaur, Nikki
Pradhan, and Udita.
The midfield includes
Nisha, Sushila Chanu
Pukhrambam, Monika,
Neha, Salima Tete, Jyoti
and Navjot Kaur while
the forwardline will see
Navneet Kaur, Lalremsiami, Vandana Katariya, Mariana Kujur and
Sharmila Devi.
The team also has
Deepika (Junior) and

Ishika Chaudhary as
replacement athletes.
“This is a very important tournament for us
and I am happy with the
team we have chosen
which is a mix of some
very experienced players along with talented
youngsters who have
shown great potential
at the international
level,” chief coach Janneke Schopman said.
“Though we were a bit
disappointed with how
things panned out for
us at the Asian Champions Trophy, we were
able to return to camp
in SAI, Bengaluru and
put in some good sessions of hockey to prepare well for this challenge.”
In the previous edition
held in 2017, India beat
China 5-4 in a tense
shootout to lift the title.
Indian women’s team:
Goalkeepers: Savita ©,
Rajani Etimarpu.
De fe nder s: De ep
Grace Ekka (VC), Gurjit
Kaur, Nikki Pradhan,
Udita.
Midfielders: Nisha,
Sushila Chanu, Monika,
Neha, Salima Tete, Jyoti,
Navjot Kaur.
Forwards: Navneet
Kaur, Lalremsiami,
Vandana Katariya,
Mariana
Kujur, Sharmila Devi.

($4,730) and can lead to cancellation of
the offender’s visa.
Djokovic, who is seeking to win a
record 21st tennis major at the Open,
said his lawyers had provided additional information to the Australian
government on Wednesday.
A spokesman for Hawke, who has the
discretionary power to again cancel
Djokovic’s visa, said the consideration
process would be extended to assess
the new information.
STRICT RULES
Djokovic’s case sparked global interest, provoking a row between Canberra
and Belgrade and fuelled heated debate
over mandatory COVID-19 vaccination
policies.
Australia has a policy barring noncitizens or non-residents from entry
unless they are fully vaccinated against
COVID-19 but offers a medical exemption. Djokovic’s visa was cancelled on
the grounds he has not been vaccinated
and his medical exemption was not satisfactory.
Monday’s court ruling did not address

whether that exemption -- based on
Djokovic contracting COVID-19 last
month -- was valid.
The Women’s Tennis Association
raised concerns on Wednesday about
doubles speciallist Renata Voracova,
who left Australia on Friday after her
visa was cancelled, saying the Czech
player followed the rules and had done
nothing wrong.
Voracova, who also had a COVID19 exemption and was detained after
Djokovic’s arrival, had already been in
the country for several days and taken
part in a warm-up event.
“We will continue to work with
authorities on addressing this unfortunate situation in an appropriate
manner,” the WTA said in a statement.
Voracova told Luxembourg TV channel RTL Today she would consider
legal action if Tennis Australia did not
compensate her for travel expenses and
potential lost prize money.
Questions arose about Djokovic’s
movements before coming to Australia when social media posts appeared
to show him in Belgrade less than two
weeks before he headed to Spain and
then on to Australia.
Accounts from two eyewitnesses
and another individual, obtained
by Reuters corroborated those social
media posts.
Djokovic, who held another practice
session at Melbourne Park on Wednesday, did not detail his travel in his statement on Wednesday acknowledging
the mistake.
The government said the information
helps determine any necessary quarantine arrangements and allows health

officials to contact people if a fellow
traveller tests positive.
INTERVIEW APOLOGY
The player also apologised in his
statement for attending a L’Equipe
interview and photoshoot on Dec. 18,
the day after he said he learned he had
tested positive for COVID-19 - for the
second time.
“While I went home after the interview to isolate for the required period,
on reflection, this was an error of judgement and I accept that I should have
rescheduled this commitment,” he said.
Djokovic denied media reports he
also knew he had contracted the virus
when he attended a tennis event in Belgrade to present awards to children a
day earlier.
“I was asymptomatic and felt good,
and I had not received the notification
of a positive PCR result until after that
event,” he said, adding that a rapid antigen test taken before the event came
back negative.
Social media posts showed Djokovic posing with the children, without
wearing a mask.
While supporters of the Serbian star
allege he is being made a scapegoat by
the Australian authorities, Djokovic is
expected to face a tough crowd at the
Open.
Public opinion in Australia, which is
battling an Omicron wave of infections
and where more than 90% of the adult
population is double vaccinated, has
been largely against the player.
A leaked video showing two news
anchors on a top-rating television network attacking Djokovic off-air went
viral on social media on Wednesday.

with 861 rating points.
No other Indian features in the top-10
rankings of the Test bowlers list. The
Test bowlers rankings is being headed
by Australia skipper Pat Cummins, followed by Ashwin and Kyle Jamieson
of New Zealand, who has moved up
six places.
Ashwin also held on to his second
spot in the Test all-rounders rankings,
which is being led by West Indies Jason
Holder.
Among others, after twin hundreds
in the fourth Ashes Test at the SCG,
Usman Khawaja has rocketed back
into the Test batting ranking fray, reentering at 26th place.
The left-hander made 137 and 101
not out across the two innings at the
ground he made his Test debut 11
years ago, though the Australians were
unable to take the last wicket for victory in the fourth Ashes Test in Sydney.

INDIA OPEN:
Ashmita Chaliha
runs over fifth seed

NEW DELHI, Jan
12 (Agencies): Young
Indian shuttler Ashmita Chaliha recorded
the first upset of the
India Open when she
stunned fifth seed
Evgeniya Kosetskaya
while top-seeded PV
Sindhu sailed into the
women’s singles second
round of the tournament here.
Unseeded Chaliha
took just 31 minutes to
get the better of world
No. 28 Russian 24-22
21-16, while double
Olympics medallist
Sindhu cruised past
compatriot Sri Krishna
Priya Kudaravalli 21-5
21-16 in her opening
round. “I haven’t played
a lot of matches in the
last few years. So, I was
nervous and that affected me midway in the
opening game. But once
I won the first game, I
was more confident,”

Chaliha said.
Reigning world champion Loh Kean Yew
was stretched to three
games as home favourite Kidambi Srikanth
registered a convincing win in their respective men’s singles first
round matches of the
World Tour 500 tournament series event.
Loh defeated Canada’s Xiaodong Sheng
16-21 21-4 21-13 while
Srikanth packed off
former junior world
No. 1 Siril Verma 21-17
21-10 to advance to the
second round.
However, it was curtains for Chirag Sen
as he lost 8-21 7-21
to Soong Joo Ven of
Malaysia.
In the mixed doubles,
K Sai Pratheek and
Gayatri Gopichand
defeated Ishaan Bhatnagar and Tanisha
Castro 21-16 16-21 21-17.
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J&K economy plunges into abyss
post re-organization: Harsh
Top News
Report

MAJALTA, Jan 12: “Post
Re-organization era has
witnesses a massive slow
down in J&K with development taking a back seat
and growing unemployment becoming more pronounced. The dismantling
of J&K state has adversely
impacted the trade, tourism and economy of the
erstwhile princely dogra
state of the country. There
is an all-round dis-enchantment amongst the people
who were caught unawares
on August 5, 2019 when the
BJP led govt at the centre
all of a sudden announced
Re-organization of J&K and
its division into two Union
Territories”.
This was stated by Harsh
Dev Singh ChairmanJKNPP and former Minister while addressing public
meetings in Thalora and
Bharnara in Tehsil Majalta
on Wednesday.
“While the economy
fast dissipated and development came to a grinding halt, the ever growing
unemployment seemed to
be the only notable feature
of the saffron rule. The
past few years witnessed
massive public uprisings
against the anti Jammu
and anti people policies
of the ruling dispensation
which continued to be suppressed through iron fist
of police and civil admin-

istration. Taking repeated
somersaults on almost all
its professed promises, the
narcissistically pleased and
power intoxicated BJP continued to use the coercive
apparatus of state to silence
all those who dared raise
their voice for justice and
sought fulfillment of promises made by it during elections. Rather than honouring the commitments made
by it during elections, it
was trying to crush the dissenting voices by causing
dissensions in and breaking the opposition parties.
Describing the BJP’s handling of dissent and disquiet as oppressively bizarre,
undemocratic and morally
sinister, Singh appealed
to the workers not to succumb before the machiavellian designs of the power
hungry politicians.
He said that NPP leadership shall stand with
its people through thick
and thin and continue to
expose and oppose the BJP
for its political debauchery
and subterfuge”, asserted
Harsh.
Addressing the huge
gatherings, Harsh lambasted the BJP for having
done the greatest disservice to J&K by demoting
it to the level of UT. It has
humiliated the dogras by
dismantling the oldest
dogra state. The extension
of several draconian laws
after abrogation of Art 370
including opening of lands

Threat at LAC remains,
Marked improvement
along LOC: Army Chief
the northern borders,” he said and added
“We are in much better position than what
we were an year and a half ago and are
much better prepared to deal with any
situation”.
A conflict was the last resort but if it happens we will emerge victorious, he said ,
adding the only long-term solution is to
resolve the border question and unless we
have a settled boundary this (difference
of opinion at where is the LAC) will keep
happening.
“There is no question that a status quo, as
it exists today, can be altered with force,”
he added.
He said the threat assessment at the
northern borders has led to re-organisation
and Army has re-aligned forces to ensure
territorial integrity and it caters to major
augmentation of PLA forces. “We have
undertaken reorganisation and rebalancing of forces. Re-orientation of additional
forces to the Northern Borders, has been
carried out, while retaining our punitive
strike capability, along the Western Front”,
the Army Chief said.
The crisis at the LAC has been used an
opportunity to fast-track infrastructure
development, undertake doctrinal reviews
and make-up operational voids, through
Emergency and Fast Track Procurements
(EFTP), he said.
The upgrade and development of infrastructure along the northern borders, is
being carried out in a comprehensive
manner, including roads and tunnels, General Naravane added.
About the Line of Control (LoC) with
Pakistan,the Army Chief said there has
been a marked improvement after the
DGMOs understanding arrived at by both
sides in February last year.
However, there is a concentration of terrorists—some 350 to 400—in launch pads
across and repeated infiltration attempts,
he said and added“We, on our part, have
resolved to show ‘Zero Tolerance’ to
terror”.
On the incident of December 4 when
civilian were killed in an operation of the
Indian Army in Nagaland, the General said
the incident is being thoroughly investigated. “Law of the land is paramount we
will uphold that,” he added.
Formation of Battle Groups is progressing well, he said, adding that Theatre
commands are the way forward for future
battles.
On Siachen glacier, he said both sides
(India and Pakistan) are face to face. “We
are not averse to (demilitarisation). However, the precondition is to accept the positions at the Actual Ground Position Line
(AGPL) before any disengagement takes
places. Pakistan does not want to accept
the AGPL , he said.

Retail inflation rises
to 5.59 pc in Dec: Govt
data

food inflation rose to 4.05 per cent in
December this fiscal compared to 1.87 per
cent in the preceding month.
The Reserve Bank, which mainly factors in the retail inflation while arriving
at its bi-monthly monetary policy, expects
the inflation print to be somewhat higher
over the rest of the year as base effects turn
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LOCAL / CONTD....
TECNO introduces POP 5 series

and jobs to outsiders had in
particular, come as a rude
shocker for the people of
J&K.
The survival of small
traders has been threatened by the proposed
entry of corporates, business tycoons and big stores
in the UT. The unemployed
youth of Jammu region
have been the most disappointed lot with their share
in services have been abysmally reduced. The Daily
wagers, the contractuals,
the underemployed have
all felt cheated in BJP
regime.
Alleging that a deep
rooted culture of corruption was prevalent in the
UT, Singh called upon the
vigilante organizations to
keep a close watch over
the functioning of various
Deptts particularly PHE,
Revenue, Education, Power
and RDD. He said that the
lackadaisical approach of
the concerned authorities
was responsible for power
and drinking water crisis
in majority of the rural
areas. He regretted the
non-payment of relief to
farmers whose lands were
acquired for construction
of PMGSY roads during
the past 6-7 years. Several
houses on the alignment of
the said roads were forcibly
dismantled without paying
a penny as compensation
despite the funds have
been sanctioned for the
same years back.

Top News
Report
JAMMU, Jan 12:
TECNO, the global
premium smartphone
brand, has once again
donned the mantle
of being the industry
leader and disruptor
with its latest product
offering, POP 5 LTE,
under its ‘POP Series’
portfolio.
Boasting of segment
first features such as
6.52 HD+ dot-notch
display, 5000mAh battery, 8MP AI dual rear
camera, the POP 5 LTE
is powered by HiOS
7.6 based on Android
11 Go. In addition, the
smartphone packs in
various smart features
such as IPX2 Splash
Resistant, enhanced 14
regional language support, 120 Hz sampling
rate and face unlock —
all this in a premium
design and vibrant
colors.
Today, the young
generation is all about
speed and they want
to stay ahead in every
race of life. Sharing the
same spirit, POP 5 has
been designed to help
the country’s youth stay
ahead in life. While the
POP series smartphones
are known for their
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adverse.
According to the RBI, it is expected that
headline inflation will peak in the fourth
quarter of the current fiscal and soften
thereafter.

all-rounder capabilities, especially display,
camera, and battery
which give an additional edge to the smartphones against their
competitors, the POP 5
amplifies the value for
money quotient to an
all new level. With the
launch of POP 5 LTE,
TECNO has further
cemented its position
of being the industry
leader in the 5-10K segment.
Commenting on the
launch, Arijeet Talapatra, CEO of TRANSSION India, said, ‘We
at TECNO endeavor
towards democratizing
premium technology for
the masses and bridging
the existing tech divide.
With the POP series, our
vision is to continue to
focus on smartphones
that can bring in the
best features at industry
disrupting prices. The
latest POP 5 Series has
been designed keeping
in the mind the need of
the hour requirements
of the GENZ. We are
confident that with the
all-new POP 5 LTE hitting the markets, we will
be successful in meeting
the smartphone needs
of the aspiring young
clan of Bharat’.

SOPs for minor children and train the pediatrics staff accordingly, besides ensuring
the availability of the best treatment and
facilities including suitable ventilators
and related machinery to this age category
which has hitherto remained less affected
from COVID-19.

CS reviews public health
response to COVID surge Jammu-Srinagar highway
closed due to landslides,
in J&K
speeding up its vaccination drive in
Intense cold conditions
the 15-17 age category and has already
achieved 32% coverage.
continue in J&K and
The Chief Secretary asked the Health &
Medical Education Department to prioriLadakh
tize administering booster doses in vulnerable populations, besides, expediting
vaccination in the 15-17 age group and
replenishing the stock of COVID specific
medicines. The Department was directed to
ensure strict enforcement of CAB, COVID
SOPs, and protocols towards ensuring the
highest caution and preparedness and
lowest fatality.
Dr. Mehta emphasized that Omicron has
a growth advantage over the delta variant
and as such requires ardent mitigation and
containment measures from an early stage,
preferably when the positivity rate breaks
out the 10% benchmark.
Observing that Omicron is being perceived as less dangerous than the delta
variant responsible for the second wave,
the Chief Secretary appealed to the public
to raise their guard and remain cautious
and vigilant to the infection since it has a
high rate of transmission and can infect a
larger group of people over shorter periods.
“It remains the social and moral responsibility of every citizen to be responsible for
themselves and those around them; they
must exercise due diligence against any
symptom of infection in the interest of their
family members as well as that of society
at large”, Dr. Mehta maintained.
People were further appealed to avoid
visiting crowded places and all symptomatic persons to appropriately isolate
themselves and seek medical assistance, if
required. In the event of non-availability
of home isolation, institutional isolation
facilities can be availed.
The Chief Secretary directed immediate
activation of emergency control rooms
and decentralized COVID war rooms and
re-activation of Panchayat level isolation
facilities and COVID Care Centres to contain the rural spread of the disease.
The NHM was asked to widely publicize
the COVID helplines and UT/Divisional/
District-level emergency contact numbers
for assistance including tele-consultations
through bulk messages and proper advertisement, besides promoting medical interactions with medical experts on both electronic and social media. The Department
was also asked to create visual content in
vernaculars on COVID good practices for
circulation among the general public.
The Chief Secretary directed ramping up
of testing facilities in Jammu and Kashmir
to conduct over 2 lakh daily tests in the
coming days while maintaining the contact
tracing ratio at 1:15.
The Task Force was further apprised that
under ECRP-II, all infrastructural preparations have been completed and ICU beds,
oxygen supported beds, and ventilators
are in a state of readiness. At present, the
bed occupancy in Jammu and Kashmir is
less than 10% and the medical facilities
are maintaining a healthy and comfortable state.
Dr. Mehta further impressed upon the
Health Department to circulate treatment

Kashmir with rest of the country, was
partially thrown open for stranded vehicles on Monday after clearing landslides
and improvements in the weather.
Many truckers, who are stranded on the
highway for the past several days, blamed
the traffic management authorities for not
allowing them to move on, causing them
huge financial losses as perishable goods
they carry have been damaged.
However officials said that men and
machines are working to clear the highway
of the debris and shooting stones.
Meanwhile, intense cold conditions continue in J&K and Ladakh as summer capital of Srinagar recorded minus 3.6 degrees
celecius.
Gulmarg , thwe world famous skiing
resort in north Kashmir”s Baramulla district recorded a drop of nearly one degree
celecius as mercury settled at minus 11.5
degrees celecius as against 10.6 degrees
celecius on the previous night, a meteorogical official said.
Another famous tourist resort of Pahalgam in south Kashmir recorded recorded
a low of minus 11.6 degrees celecius as
against 10.4 degrees celecius last night, he
said, adding there was also drop of temperature in many other parts of kKashmir
valley.
Jammu recorded a low of 5.8 degrees celecius as against previous night’s 6.2 degrees
celecius which is minus 1.2 degrees celecius below normal for J&K ‘s winter capital
during this time of the year, he said.
Ladakh, too , have been reeling under
extreme cold conditions with temperatures hovering between minus 12 .9 to
27 degrees celecius at different places. In
Drass,the second coldest place in the world
after Siberia recorded a low of minus 27.2
degrees celecius, the official said.

Northern commander
visits LoC, lauds troops

forces have stepped up operations against
the militants in Kashmir’s hinterland. This
month 13 militants including a suspected
Pakistani infiltrator have been killed in
Kashmir in January.
Except for a recent violation in frontier
Kupwara district where the Army foiled
a Border Action Team (BAT) Action , the
Indian and Pakistani Army have been
holding the ceasefire since February 2021.

JKHCBA Jammu
celebrates Lohri

Lady Lawyers participated in the function.
The festival of Lohri is celeerated with
the traditional bonfire. The members of
the Bar Association who participated in
the Lohri Celebration Festival have offered
Argas in the bonfire. After that the Sweets,

Ch. Zulfikar Ali seeks inquiry over demolition of
residential houses of Gujjars in Roop Nagar
Seeks personal intervention of LG, resettlement of uprooted nomads
Top News Report
RAJOURI, Jan 12: Apni
Party Vice President,
and Former Minister,
Choudhary Zulfikar Ali
has demanded investigation over the demolition of residential houses
belonging to Tribal Community in Roop Nagar
by Jammu Development
Authority.
The Former Minister
has said that the tribal
families were living there
from the last 100 years as
claimed by them in their
statements to the media.
“If their claims are
right, the Govt must
hold a detailed investigation in the issue so
that the factual situation
could be brought out.
The JDA could have provided housing facilities

to the nomads instead of
displacement in a situation,” he said.
He said that the gimmick of empowering tribals with political reservation has been exposed
and the Govt must come
out with the factual report
so that the people are not
made to suffer in future.
He further questioned
the silence of the political
parties.
“The political party
which got a major share
of the Tribal Community
never cared for them.
The tribal community
members who live in
the peripheral areas of
Jammu have become easy
targets of the communal
forces who want to disturb peace for one reason
or other,” he said.
He said that the Apni

Party stands united with
the tribal people against
these elements who are
bent upon creating division in the society.
He said that the Forest
Rights Act provides an
opportunity to put claims
before the committee
formed by the Government to settle the claims
on the forest land.
“If the JDA has gone
ahead with the demolition violating norms, the
Govt must hold erring
officials responsible,” he
said.
He urged for immediate
intervention of LG Manoj
Sinha into the incident
and demanded resettlement of the uprooted
nomads on the same
place and the regularization of land in their name.

National Youth Day celebrated at Dharmari, Gool
Top News Report

REASI, Jan 12: Every year 12th January is celebrated as “National Youth
Day” on occasion of birthday of Swami
Vivekananda. In order to commemorate this day, Indian Army organised
online Career Counselling session for
the youth of Dharmari and Gool in
Reasi district.
The event was organised in collaboration with Superintendent of ITI College,
Dharmari sharing information about

Gachak and Groundnuts were distributed
among all the members, litigants and general public who were gracing the occasion.
Mohinder Pal Singh Palli, Vice President
has performed a traditional Lohri song on
this occasion.
M.K. Bhardwaj extended his wishes on
the occasion of Lohri and prayed that this
special festival bring joy and good health
in everyone’s lives.
The members of the Bar Association also
participated in the Lohri celebration festival namely Vikram Sharma, Sr. Adv., Pardeep Majotra, besides, Ravinder Sharma,
Ajay Sharma, Manjeet Sarkaria, Navpret
Singh, Harpreet Singh, Rahul Sharma,
Gagan Kohli, Ajay Vaid, Ishwin Kour,
Dinesh Jamwal, Vikas Suri, Sachin Sharma,
Vikas Magotra, Jyoti Sharma, Ravi Sharma,
Satwant Singh Pardhan, Tara Singh,
Rajesh, Smiley Gupta, Mannnat Preet
Singh, Umesh Sharma, Narinder Sharma,
Sukhvinder Singhm, Raghvir Singh, Azhar
Usman, Suyash Chandel, Abhimanu
Chib, Ajay Bakshi, Parvesh Singh Salaria,
Jatinder Tikhen, Kamal Kishore, Mrinal
Magotra, Aditya Badyal, Baldev Singh
(Jr), Kapil Gandhi, Mohd Akram, Zameer
Qureshi, Vijay Sharma (Sr),Himanshu
Sharma, Monish Chopra, Abhishek Wazir,
Vinod Bakshi, Ajay Abrol, Piyush Gupta,
Suresh Chander Sharma, Bindusaar
Abrol, Harmit Mehta, Arun Kandroo,
Deepak Basak, Bhanu Singh Bandral,
Azhar Khan, Mr.Aman Mahajan, Manik
Gupta, Amit Manhas, Harmit Mehta, Ajay
Kotwal, Rakesh Sharma, Birjesh Badyal,
Pardeep Gupta, Rohan Singh, Dharmavir Khajuria, Ajay Kumar Sharma, Rohit
Sharma, Sushil Chandel, Amit Sharma,
Sahil Anand. Asheesh Kant Sharma,
Sushant Samnotra, Virkaran Choudhary,
Abhishek Dogra, Anjit Sarkaria, Sachin
Dev Singh, Rajiv Chargotra, Kunal Kohli,
Arjun Singh Manhas, Vikas , Divya Ishan
and Suraj Padha.

Addl infra coming up at
Bhawan at Vaishno Devi:
Shrine Board
the yatra witnessed a dip and only 17
lakhs and 53 lakhs pilgrims respectively
reached the Bhawan.
Meanwhile, on the opening of an old
natural cave on Makar Sankranti, the CEO
said, We are monitoring the Covid situation and the final decision in this regard
will be taken after a complete review.
On the night of December 31-January 1,
12 pilgrims died and 16 injured in a stampede at the Bhawan due to heavy rush.
Jammu and Kashmir Lieutenant Governor Manoj Sinha, who is also the Chairman
of the Shrine Board has framed a high level
committee headed by Principal Secretary
(Home) Shaleen Kabra, with Divisional
Commissioner Jammu Raghav Langar
and Additional Director General of Police
Mukesh Singh as its members to probe the
cause of the stampede.

J&K Public Servants
Declaration of Assets
Rules amended

particulars regarding “cash balance,
saving bank deposits, shares, cash certificates, fixed deposits, debentures, security
bond; jeweIlery or ornaments and households items (electric and electronic items
only).”
In the amended rules, sub-rule (2) will
be omitted.

various courses being offered in the
ITI college, eligibility of candidates,
employment opportunities etc.
The aim of conducting this event is
to provide advice and assist youth in
selecting their career, thereby empowering them to contribute positively
towards progress of society.
The event was culminated by giving
vote of thanks to the Superintendent
of ITI College. Conduct of such events
would further strengthen the connect
between Indian Army and public.
Another amendment was made with
regard to “restriction to acquire and transfer of movable property” to Rule 4 of the
Rules.
Under the amended rule, every public
servant will bring to the notice of the prescribed authority the acquisition or transfer of movable property where the “value
of such property exceeds his two months
basic salary in each case.”

As Omicron surfaces in
Kashmir, DAK advises
people to take
precautions

Omicron.
“Masks act as barrier, trapping and filtering out virus particles from the air we
breathe,” he said.
“If the infected person wears a mask,
that reduces the risk of infection to those
around them. If the uninfected person
wears a mask, that reduces the risk
of infection to them from the infected
person,” he added.
The DAK President said people are
advised to avoid crowding and gatherings.
“Crowding puts you at higher risk of
getting Omicron and it increases the
chances for the virus to spread in the
community,” he said.
“If you are down with respiratory
symptoms, self isolate and get tested,”
said Dr Nisar.
“If your test turns positive, report to
the health authorities for tracing your
contacts,” he said adding contact tracing
is an important tool to prevent the virus
from spreading in the community.
General Secretary DAK Dr Arshad Ali
said vaccine remains the single best tool
against Covid-19 and its variants including Omicron.
“Fully vaccinated people have significant protection against Omicron infection, serious illness and death,” he said.
“Those who are unvaccinated should go
and get it now. People who are eligible
for boosters should take them as soon
as possible to protect themselves, their
families, loved ones and the community,”
he added.
Spokesperson DAK Dr Riyaz Ahmad
Dagga said Omicron is more contagious
than delta which devastated us in the
second wave. We don’t know how Omicron will impact our senior citizens and
immunocompromised.
“Even though Omicron causes less
severe disease, the sheer number of cases
could once again overwhelm our hospitals,” he said adding that healthcare
capacity including ICUs, ventilators and
staff need to be strengthened at all levels.

18 Covid-19 cases
found at IIT Jammu
campus; Online classes
announced

Following this, the IIT Jammu announced
that the varsity will conduct online classes
and the faculty members will work from
home
“18 people including staff, faculty, and
students of IIT, Jammu test positive for
COVID-19. IIT to conduct online classes,
faculty to work from home,” IIT Jammu
administration said.
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J&K put on path of fast development: Balbir
											

Top News Report

JAMMU, Jan 12: The
recently signed several Memorandums of
Understanding (MoUs)
with business leaders
in Dubai by the Jammu
and Kashmir government has opened doors
for global investments.
It will go a long way in
socio economic growth
of the UT.
Balbir Ram Rattan,
Spokesperson of Jammu
and Kashmir BJP, said
this while terming the
decision to allow foreign investment in different sectors as a revolutionary step towards
making J&K flourish its
resources to be a hub of
multiple activities.
In addition to it, a
record number of 39

MoUs have been inked
with domestic business players for investment of 18,300 crores
of rupees in first Real
Estate Summit held at
Jammu for different sectors including residential, commercial, health,
hospitality, finance,
infrastructure and film
and entertainment, he
said.
Balbir said that these
investments, on their
establishment, will also
see coming up of townships, thus boost local
economy, generate
employment and result
in progress and development.
“There was a time
when private sector
could not flourish fully
in J&K and with the
abrogation of the Arti-

cle 370, a lot of changes
have taken place”, Balbir
said and added that the
UT is now on path of
fast development without any unnecessary
restriction and hindrance.

NYK Poonch celebrates
National Youth Day

Top News Report

POONCH, Jan 12:
Nehru Yuva Kendra
(NYK) Poonch celebrated ‘National youth
Day’ and organises
awareness programme
on clean village green
village at Kunayian on
Wednesday.
A large number of
youth participated
from different areas of
Poonch.DDC member
Rukhsana Kohli was
Chief Guest and Prof
Fateh Mohd Abbasi was
Guest of Honour on the
occasion.
Muzamil Hussain,
Functional Manager
DIC Poonch and Mohd
Shafiq Statistical Officer District information Poonch acted as the
Chief resource persons.

The main aim of this
programme was to
make aware and motivate people the need
and importance of
cleanliness, greenery
and non use of plastic
material.
To address challenges
and barriers for making
villages clean, plastic
free and green.
To involve youth
to b eaut i f y t hei r
villages,To motivate
youth i n keepi ng

nearby Monuments
and Cultural Heritage
Sites clean and to make
villages dirt, filth and
plastic free and green.
The proceeding of the
programme was conducted by Mohd Shafiq
Programme Coordinator NYK Poonch.
Others who were present on this occasion are
Mohd Maqsood and
Raeesa koser and many
more.

MANDI, Jan 12: NSS
Unit of Govt. Degree
College (GDC) Mandi
organized an online
Essay Writing Competition on the topic
‘Life and Teachings of
Swami Vivekananda’
on Wednesday to celebrate the ‘National
Youth Day’ under
the aegis of Azadi Ka
Amrut Mohatsava.
A good number of
students participated in
the competition. In the
event Mehnaz Mushtaq
Student of BA semester
3rd bagged 1st position

where as Iqra Mobeen
student of BA semester
5th secured 2nd position and 3rd position
was clinched by Nazia
Munir student of BA
semester 3rd.
The jury members
were Dr. Abdul Razaq
HOD Urdu, Dr. Layaquit Ali HOD English and Dr Basharat
Ahmed HOD Arabic.
Top three positions
shall be awarded with
Merit Certificates.
The aim of organizing
this competition was to
inculcate the social and
moral values among
the youth (students) of

the area that had been
cherished by Swami
Vivekananda, the great
saint and social reformer of the country.
The event was organized by Dr. Tariq Hussain, Dr. Sarfraz Ahmed
and other faculty members of the college.
Principal of the college, Dr. Mohammed
Azam congratulated
the organizers and participants who made the
function a great success. He further said
that teachings of Swami
Ji are still guiding the
youth to make country
a great Nation.

PDD temporary employees restore
electricity in Marmat area

Top News Report
DODA, Jan 12: Power
has been restored in the
Marmat area of Distt
Doda today after 3 days
as a result of hard work
and dedication of tem-

porary employees of
power department.
Due to the recent
heavy rains and snowfall, the transmission
lines had fallen due to
which power was cut
off in various villages

of the area like Mangota, Bahota, Roat, Bari,
Sewat, Mothi, Parbal,
Labar Sarak etc.
Due to continuous
snowfall in the area, it
was impossible to repair
the power transmission
lines due to accumulation of two to three feet
of snow, but still power
has been restored under
the supervision of JE
Imran Kanwal posted
by the department in
the area.
Imran Kanwal has
repaired the power
t ra n sm ission li nes
along with his temporary employees.
It is to be noted that JE
is a very hard working
employee and is often
found to perform his
duties well. It is noteworthy that the number
of permanent employees in the department
is almost non-existent.

move out of their home
state to work in Multi
National Companies
(MNCs) in other states
and even abroad. Now
after the establishment
of various projects, the
decades old brain drain
practice will be reduced
to great extent, thus
giving a big relief to the
technically and professionally qualified class.
He also appealed the
people of Jammu and
Kashmir not to get
misled by the false statements of the PAGD/
leaders of regional
political parties on Article 370 and stand with
the BJP government
which has removed the
bottlenecks in the path
of development and
progress of J&K.

National Youth
Day Celebrated at
SMVD University
Top News Report

GDC Mandi organizes online
essay writing competition
Top News Report

Balbir further said that
only government job
was the option here in
the past and in absence
of other avenues of
employment in Jammu
and Kashmir, the highly
educated youth had to

					

JAMMU, Jan 12: The
School of Philosophy &
Culture (SoPC), Mata
Vaishno Devi University (SMVDU), celebrated National Youth
Day 2022, as part of
the ongoing Azadi Ka
Amrit Mahotsav, and
organized a discussion
session on the theme
“India of the Future” in
the light of Swami Vivekananda’s thoughts.
In the discussion,
faculty members and
students of the University discussed the
life and teachings of
Swami Vivekananda
and his contribution to
the social and spiritual

revival of India.
At the onset, Dr.
Madhu
Mangal
Chaturvedi, Asst. Prof.,
SoPC welcomed all the
participants and initiated the discussion by
giving a brief sketch of
Swami Vivekananda’s
life and contribution.
Dr. An il Kumar
Tewari, Dr. Itidayal,
and Dr. Satish Kumar
Tiwari, faculty members of SoPC, and
Karan Choudhar y,
student of School of
Electrical Engineering,
presented their views
on the theme. Sumanta
Sarathi Sharma, Head,
SoPC, made concluding
remarks and delivered
the vote of thanks.
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Deputation of Bhaderwah
meets DDC Doda

Top News Report
DODA , Jan 12: A deputation of Bhaderwah led by Advocate Mohd Majid
Malik along with other civil society
members met District Development
Commissioner (DDC) Doda Vikash
Sharma and submitted a memorandum for the restoration of power
supply in all parts of Bhaderwah,
installation of transmission line from

Pul Doda to Bhaderwah and construction of grid station in Bhaderwah.
Malik briefed the DDC Doda that
due to power blockade after snowfall in Bhaderwah people were facing
numerous difficulties and there was an
immediate need of the restoration of
power supply and snow clearance of
all inner and outer roads in Bhaderwah
and also demanded availability of K.oil
and fire wood.
He also demanded DDC Doda to take
the matter of Bhaderwah with higher
education department and Jammu and
Kashmir tourism department for opening of Ph.D course in GDC Bhaderwah
along with new graduate courses and
also identification of Bhaderwah in
film tourist destination spots .
Khursheed Ahmed Qureshi was also
accompanied the deputation.
After patiently hearing the demand
of the Bhaderwah, the DDC Doda
assured that he will take up all issues
with the higher authorities soon.

GDC Kalakote celebrates
National Youth Day

Top News Report

KALAKOTE, Jan 12:
On the occasion of 159th
Birth Anniversary of
Swami Vivekananda,
the NSS unit in collaboration with literary club
and EBSB club of GDC
Kalakote has organized
online inter-college
essay writing competition on the topic “The
life and teaching of
Swami Vivekananda”,
in commemoration
of Azadi Ka Amrut
Mahotsav under the
guidance of the Principal GDC Kalakote Dr.
Romesh Gupta in which
number of students
took online participation in the competition.
Swami Vivekananda
was a Hindu Monk and
one of the India’s great-

est leaders who believed
in empowering youth.
Honoring the Swami
Vivekananda’s contribution towardsthe
country and its youth,
the Government of
India in 1984 took the
decision to celebrate his
birthday on January 12
as National Youth Day
every year.
Keeping in view the
importance of this day,
GDC Kalakote organized this online essay
writing competition to
ensure student’s participation and involvement
to celebrate this day and
fill the purpose of celebrating it.
The judges for this
event were Asstt. Prof.
Vrinda Sharma and
Asstt. Prof. Jyoti Devi.
The judges evaluated

the participants on
basis of various parameters and declared
Manvi Sharmaof B.A
Semester 3rd, Beenash
Kouser of B.A Semester
1st and Pratibha Gupta
of B.A Semester 3rd the
winners of the event.
All the participants
will be awarded E-certificate as a token of
their participation in
the event. On this event
Principal Dr Romesh
Kumar Gupta highlighted the contribution of the great leader
Swami Vivekananda
and suggested students
to follow the path of
peace and truth.
At the last he congratulated all the winners
and participants for
their excellent online
performance.

Muslims in India enjoys same freedom to perform
their religious customs like majority community: Syed
JKPJF demands India should be given a place in OIC
Top News Repor
POONCH, Jan 12:
Ja m mu
Kashmir
People’s Justice Front
(JKPJF) held a seminar titled ‘Freedom to
Muslims to carry out
their religious ceremonies and customs’ at
Surankote Poonch. The
seminar was attended
by a large gathering of
people following strict
Covid SOPs. The seminar was chaired and
presided by Chairman
JKPJF Agha Syed Abbas
Rizvi.
Speaking to the audience Agha said that
India is a secular country and guarantees the
minority’s equal opportunities as the majority.
He also said that minorities, especially Muslims
in India, enjoy the same
freedom which the
majority enjoys to perform their religious ceremonies and customs.
Agha also said that
since independence we
don’t have even single
incident reported where

there was a suicide blast
like we hear on daily
basis which is happening in our neighbouring
country Pakista. Elaborating the issue he said
that minorities especially Hazara community
and Ahmadis are targetted in Pakistan and
are murdered under a
planned genocide program and there are continuous target Killing
and suicide blasts.
Agha also said that
India being the home
of most muslims after
Indonesia should be
given a place in OIC
comprising of Muslim
countries and shall be
given a permanent seat

in the said Organization.The Seminar was
also attended by various religious and social
scholars like Moulana
Mukhtar Hussain Jafari,
MoulanaZaheerHussaienJafari, Agha Syed
Mubashir, Mr. Shabbir
Hussain (RTD Principal), MrNajmul Hasan,
Mr Aziz Jafari, DrAlamdar Hussain and various others.
At the end of the seminar while speaking with
the media various declarations were made
which included that In
India Muslims are free
to perform their religious programs and
duties the constitution

of India guaranteed
them so. The tolerant
Indian society gives
Muslims and other
minorities the privilege
to perform their religious ceremonies and
functions without any
hurdle. You will never
see anyone objecting to
minorities and stopping
them to perform their
religious rituals. The
festivals like Eid, Urs
of Khawaja Moinuddin Chishti and other
ceremonies are celebrated with unity and
brotherhood whereas in
Pakistan minorities like
Shias and Ahmadis are
targeted and killed but
in India even the smallest minorities are protected by the majority.
India guarantees and
tolerates all the religious minorities while
in Pakistan and other
Muslim majority countries smaller sects like
Shias Ahmadis Yazdis
are targeted and prosecuted. Take example of
Pakistani Hazara community we see in last

few years how many
of their religious places
were targeted and there
were suicide attacks on
their religious places.
And there’s not single
evidence since independence that India
targeted its minorities.
The state sponsored terrorism by Pakistan has
an agenda to propagate
Salafi and Daesh ideology.
Further they demanded that OIC comprising
of Muslim countries
have Muslim members
while India having 2nd
largest Muslim population in the world after
Indonesia should be
given a place in the
forum of OIC i.e. Organization Of Islamic
Countries.India a secular and hindu majority
country is very tolerant
and under the democratic constitution safeguards all the rights of
minorities especially
Muslims to carry out
their religious ceremonies and customs.

SDM, SDPO Akhnoor vaccinated for precautionary dose
Top News Repor
AKHNOOR, Jan 12:
SDM Akhnoor Varinder
Gupta alongwith SDPO
Akhnoor Varun Jandial
got the precautionary
dose in presence of Dr
Ashok Kumar BMO
Akhnoor. Later they
also took a round of the
Hospital premises and
appreciated the efforts
of medical staff regarding their role in the fight
against Covid.
They appealed the

general public to take
all necessary precautions besides wearing of masks. They
also requested that all
should get vaccinated
and the ones due for
precautionary dose
should also come forward for the same.
SDM Akhnoor also
enjoined upon BMO
Akhnoor to increase
the testing so that the
affected can be isolated
and the spread can be
contained.

Promote winter sports in Sankoo

Top News Report

SANKOO, Jan 12: To
promote winter sports
activities and adventure activities besides
to provide ideal platform to the local youth
of Sankoo Sub Division
to explore their hidden
talent in modern as well
as traditional games
and sports.
Others than skiing
and ice hockey, adventure sports like hiking,
rock climbing, mountaineering, and trekking would be explored
in the district.
These activities can
then attract adventure
enthusiasts from across
India and abroad. Also,

this will give rise to
employment opportunities.
Sankoo one of the
major winter tourist
destination in whole
Ladakh for local and
foreign tourists adding
that it will also boost
the economy of the local
population.
Sankoo is an enchanting, amazing and magnificent destination for
round the year adventures but winter tourism has much potential
here
Sankoo has tremendous potential for snow
sports like alpine skiing,
cross-country skiing,
ski-mountaineering and
snowboarding. It has

some beautiful hillocks
and ridges.
Sankoo is one of the
best skiing destinations
in Kargil famous in
Ladakh for its suitable
skiing slopes that attract
ski lovers from across
District
Ashiq Hussain a local

GN Pandithpori demands ban
on Iranian apples
Top News Report
SRINAGAR, Jan 12:
Senior People’s Democratic Party (PDP)
leader and state coordinator Kashmir on
Monday expressed concern over the supply of
Iranian apples.
In a statement issued
here, senior PDP leader
Ghulam Nabi Pandithpori said the Iranian
apple that is being sold
at a cheaper price in

country has posed a
great threat to the horticulture industry.
The State coordinator
has also demanded the
immediate ban of these

Iranian apples, adding
that the sale of cheap
apples has impacted
the livelihood of thousands of people associated with the industry.
He has also urged
Lieutenant Governor
Monoj Sinha to look
into the matter and
impose a strict ban
on the sale of Iranian
apples. The PDP leader
also demanded crop
insurance for farmers.

resident of Sankoo and
a ice Ski lover further
said that, We do have
scope for winter sports
like Snow ski in Sankoo.
A skiing trainer Ashiq
Hussain Khalamarpoo
Sankoo,while sharing
his views on the growing adventure sport

said, “We are having a
lot of fun here. we are
enjoying the training.
On being asked about
the scope of adventure
sport in Kargil, Ashiq
replied: “There is a huge
scope for ice skiing and
winter sports. One can
go for state and national level competitions
and then can apply
for Olympics. There is
a very good scope in
skiing.”
In view of the apt
weather and slopes,
and for the promotion
of overall skiing activities, and the attraction of skiing lovers,
the authorities have
start Snow institute in
Sankoo.

Mir condoles demise
of Haji Abdul Rashid
Top News Report
SRINAGAR, Jan 12:
Former Cabinet Minister & Apni Party Senior
Vice President Ghulam
Hassan Mir on Wednesday expressed grief and
sorrow over the demise
of Abdul Rashid Khan
who passed away today
at his residence in Devdrager, Tangmarg.
In a condolence message issued here, Mir
described the deceased

as a thoroughly gentle
and down to earth
person who was known
for his help to the needy.
While conveying his
solidarity with the
bereaved family on this
sad occasion, he further
prayed to “Almighty
Allah” to grant eternal
peace to departed soul,
courage and fortitude
to the bereaved families
to bear this irreparable
loss.

Army celebrates National Youth Day at
remote area of Warsun

ited fun in the fresh snow as
games were also catered to
enhance the excitement.
The youth participated with
full Josh in sledging, tug of war
and also indulged in a friendly
snow fight between boys and
girls. Overall, it was a great day
well spent.
The youth thanked the Indian
Army for organising The
National Youth Day and also
pledged to support the Security
Forces with all their hearts.

Top News Report

KUPWARA, Jan 12: National
Youth Day was organised and
celebrated with great enthusiasm and Josh at Warsun company area by Indian Army,
160 Infantry Battalion TA on
Wednesday.
The youth from in and around
Warsun gathered to enjoy the
day with the Indian Army
including girls.
The boys and girls had unlim-

Winter Olympics bound Mohammad Arif Khan included
in Target Olympic Podium Scheme
Top News Report
SRINAGAR, Jan 12: The Sports
Ministry’s Mission Olympic
Cell (MOC) has approved the
inclusion of Alpine Skiing athlete Mohammad Arif Khan in
the Target Olympic Podium
Scheme (TOPS) Core group,
until the Winter Olympics,
scheduled to be held in Beijing,
China next month.
Khan will take part in the
Slalom and Giant Slalom events
of Winter Olympics. He has also
been approved an amount of Rs
17.46 Lakh under TOPS towards
training in Europe and procurement of equipment, ahead
of the grand event in China.
Khan is presently training in
Austria, where he is accompa-

nied by his coach and Physio.
The MOC approved the 35
days European training camp
for Arif, which commenced
after his qualification for the
Winter Olympics. He confirmed
the slot in giant slalom during
a competition in Montenegro in
December last year.
A month earlier, he earned
the slot in the Slalom event
as well. With this feat Khan
achieved the unique distinction
of becoming the first Indian to
win direct quota spots in two
different Winter Olympics
events, besides being the first
athlete from the country to seal
a berth at the Winter Olympic
games 2022.
The Gulmarg J&K-based athlete had won two gold medals,

in the Slalom and Giant Slalom
events, at South Asian Winter
Games, held in Uttarakhand in
2011. Moreover, Arif Khan had
earlier participated in both the
editions of Khelo India Winter
Games held in Gulmarg J&K.
Pertinently, Lieutenant Gover-

nor, Manoj Sinha earlier sanctioned Rupees Ten Lakhs in
favour of Arif Khan to undergo
advanced training.
Jammu-based golfer Subhankar Sharma has been included
in the TOPS Development
Group.

Director Tourism visits Gulmarg, instructs strict
observance of Covid protocol during winter games
Top News Report
GULMARG, Jan 12:
Di rector, Tou r ism,
Kashmir, Dr. G N Itoo
visited the ski resort of
Gulmarg where he held
a series of meetings
with stakeholders and
officials. He impressed
upon them to strictly
follow the Covid mitigation protocol as devised
by the Government
from time to time.
Chairing a meeting
on regulating winter
sports activities at the
world famous resort,
the Director Tourism
asked the officers of
Tourism Department,
local Revenue authori-

ties, Health officials to
undertake mass testing
of all the participants
of batches sponsored
by different organisations/Departments for
various sporting events
and the participants
who test positive shall
be immediately isolated by the sponsoring
organisation /Departments till they complete quarantine period
as per latest SOPs. He
directed the constitution of a special Medical
team to be deployed for
monitoring all isolation
facilities.
The meeting decided
to constitute a committee of officers to ensure
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that sports activities
at the resort are carried out as per notified
Covid SOPs. The committee would be headed
by CEO, Gulmarg
Development Authority
and it would have SDM
Tangmarg, BMO Tangmarg, SDPO Tangmarg
and Assistant Director
Tourism Gulmarg as
its members. Dr. Itoo
instructed the officers
and local authorities to
ensure that the children
participating in the
Winter Games are vaccinated, tested and follow
Covid SOPs properly.
He also instructed the
children to follow Covid
SOPs during their stay,

whether in hotels or
ot her accom modations.”
The Director Tourism
asked the Municipal
Committee Tangmarg
to undertake weekly
fumigation of all the
lodging facilities being
used by Winter Sports
Orga n isat ion s/Government Departments.
He also asked the J&K
Cable Car Corporation to strictly follow
the Covid protocols at
the ticketing counters,
especially at Kangdori.
The meeting was
attended by CEO, GDA
Dr Zahoor Raina, Sub
Divisional Magistrate,
Tangmarg, Principal,

IISM, Gulmarg, Dy.
Director Tourism Registration, SDPO Tangmarg, General Manager,
JKCCC, Asstt. Director
Tourism Gulmarg, officers from YSS Kashmir,
Health Department,
MED, JKTDC, Snow
Safety Officer, Ski Petrol
Team representatives
of various institutions
which are attending the
sports events.
Besides, President
Winter Games Association, Mohammad
Abbas Wani and other
representatives of various organisation conducting winter Sports
activities attended the
meeting.

National Youth Day organised
at Mawar Valley

Top News Report
HANDWARA, Jan
16: On the occasion
of National Youth
Day, Indian Army at
Naugam organised an
Awareness Drive to
Educate the Youth on
Various enrolments into

Indian Army and felicitate the Ex servicemen
of Mawar Valley.
The Awareness Drive
encouraged the message of youth being the
strong backbone of the
Nation.
Future of our nation
depends on how well

we groom them and
provides guidance for
a bright future.
An event was organised where the youth
were educated about
various recruitment
and
e m pl o y m e n t
opportunities in Indian
Army.
Prominent youth Icon
stories were also displayed for the younger
generation to motivate
them and make these
local heroes as their role
models.
A short talk was also
delivered by the Ex
servicemen on various
opportunities and avenues available for them
to succeed in life.

Army conducts leisure
activities for youth

Top News Report

HANDWARA, Jan
12: On the occassion
of National Youth Day,
Indian Army organised various leisure
activities for the young
minds of the area with
an aim to motivate them
towards constructive
activities and breaking
the monotony set in due
to continuous snowfall
in the region.
T he yout h wa s
engaged in various
activities like Essay
writing competition on
the topic ‘Social Evils
and the ways to deal
with it’, Lecturette,
Chess, Carrom, Snowman making competition and Paperplane
making competition.
The young minds
were fascinated with
the Quadcopter and
were given the chance

to operate the equipment and have a feel
of it.
A total of 67 boys and
girls participated in
the event with zeal and
enthusiasm. The opportunity was also utilised
to spread awareness
about various vocational courses introduced

by the government of
India, because of which
some girls.
To culminate the event
prizes were given away
to the winners of essay
writing competition to
further motivate the
youth in participating
enthusiastically in such
co curricular activities.
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J&K in grip of serious crisis,
BJP Govt clueless: Bhalla
Launches membership drive in Gandhi Nagar constituency

Top News Report
JAMMU, Jan 12:
JKPCC Working President Raman Bhalla on
Wednesday launched
membership drive in
Gandhi Nagar constituency.
Prominent among
those present on the
occasion include Sewa
Dal Vice Chairman
Vijay Sharma Babbi,
Block President Satish
Sharma, Amrit Bali,
Surinder Singh Dutt,
Yudvir Singh, Jatinder Singh Chib, Mandeep Singh, Ward
President Sumanpreet
Singh, Pardeep Bhalla,
Baldev Singh Wazir,
Sandeep Dogra Sonu,
Gurpurav Singh Sodi,
Sunil Slathia, Tilak Raj
Bral, Subadar Tersham
Kumar, Firdous Nabi

beside others.
Speaking on the occasion, Bhalla urged
people to join the party
in order to protect the
country from forces that
is “trying to destroy
constitutional values”.
He said that Congress Party is vibrant
and only unifying force
in the country, it will
continue to remain at
the forefront to serve
people.
“The party will continue to oppose the
anti-youth and antipeople policies of the
BJP Govt,” he added.
“The inflation, rising
unemployment, economic crisis have
pushed people towards
backwardness,” JKPCC
Working President said
and urged the people to

join Congress party in
its endeavour to defeat
the policies of BJP Govt,
which are responsible
for the miserable condition of people.
He appealed the
people to come forward
to support the Congress
Party in its fight against
the hypocrisy and
wrong policies on the
part of BJP.
Bhalla claimed that
that people want change
as the BJP has “failed”
on all fronts of governance “leading to
unchecked price rise
and record unemployment”. Taking a dig
at Union Govt, Bhalla
claimed that Jammu
region is reeling under
shortage of various
basic requirements but
Govt is unmoved.

LOCAL / ADVT
FDP on ‘Sustainable Product Design &
Manufacturing’ begins at SMVDU
Top News Report
KATRA, Jan 12:
One-week online Faculty Development Programme (FDP) on “Sustainable Product Design
and Manufacturing”
began on Wednesday at
the School of Mechanical Engineering, Shri
Mata Vaishno Devi
University (SMVDU),
Katra.
The Vice-Chancellor
SMVDU, Prof R.K Sinha
discussed the importance of the sustainability concept during the
inaugural. Prof. Supran
Sharma (Dean Faculty
of Management) and
Prof. E. Muthusamy
(Dean Faculty of Engineering) emphasized
the usefulness of this
course and lauded the
efforts of the School of
Mechanical Engineering for conducting this

event.
The course is mainly
focused on the sustainability aspect of product
design, reusing materials for engineering
products, sustainable
manufacturing methods to make products
greener and sustainable,
said the coordinator,
Dr Raghvendra Kumar
Mishra.
Around a hundred
teachers of various engineering colleges from
Indian states registered
for this course.
Renowned experts,
such as Dr Ankush
Anand; Dr RK Mishra;
and Dr Sanjay Mohan,
Faculty Members,
SMVDU, and others
from NITs and IITs
will deliver lectures on
aspects of sustainability
and product design in
three sessions each day.

Top News Report
JAMMU, Jan 12:
Samajik Samanta Utsav
concluded on Wednesday at Bahu Fort on the
occasion of Birth anniversary of Swami Vivekananda.
Adv. Deepak Gupta
(Social Activist) said
that Samajik Samanta
Utsav was started on

JAMMU, Jan 12: On
the directions of Braham
Jyot Satti , President BJP
OBC Morcha JK-UT
; Different District
and Mandal teams of
Morcha made human
chains and protest
against Congress Party
on Security Breach of
PM Modi in Punjab,
recently .
They said recently
there was a big security
lapse in the security of

PM Modi when he was
on the to address a rally
in Ferozepur , Punjab .
His cavalcade was
stopped for almost 20
minutes at a Flyover
which was not acceptable and totally against
protocol of PM, they
said.
They condemned
this security lapse and
said this is real face of
divide and rule politics
in Punjab.
Braham Jyot said it is
total unlawful and Con-

gress is party of antinationalists and now
they show their real
face and anger among
nationalists.
He said if PM is not
save in Congress ruling
state we can imagine the
condition of common
public.
He said Congress
only play divide and
rule politics and dividing Punjab the people
of Punjab with the help
of their anti national
goons.

JD (U) urges party workers to gear
up for Assembly Elections
Top News Report
JAMMU, Jan 12: In a
joint press statement
JD(U)leaders Sanjay
Dhar State General Secretary, Vivek Bali State
Secretary, P.L Pandita,
Chairman Migrants J&K
and Gohar Wani State
spokesperson urged
party workers to gear up
themselves for frequent
movements in the field
for ensuring joining of
more and more members
to fight in the upcoming
Assembly Elections.
These leaders appealed
the Party workers including State, District, Block
and Senior Leaders to
aware the masses about
the party’s manifesto and
core agenda of development especially among
the people of far flung
areas, which are still
lacking the basic life

serving facilities. In these
Areas, the organising of
mass discussions directly
with the people of the
areas and assure them
that the party leaders and
party workers are just a
single telephonic call
away from them.
Dhar especially laid
emphasis that as soon
as the weather gets
improved , party is starting a special drive to
listen to the grievances
of people and aware
them about the centrally sponsored schemes.
He assured the general
public that the party’s
President G.M. Shaheen will meet with the
people at ground level
and resolve the vital
issues of public anyhow.
Bali said the Party
Workers mainly Tehsil
and district heads need
to strive their every

nerve to attempt the earnest problems of people
mitigated by close contact and communications with people .
Gohar said the Adminstration with their liaison and if any favour
is required by them for
solving any problem of
a particular area from
State President,General
Secretary,will welcome
with open heart.
P.L.Pandita Chairman
Migrants has sought
door to door campain
among migrants for
listening to the earnest
problems of migrant
community and has
appealed the migrant
community to join the
National level Party
JD(U) with open hearts
for getting rid of thirty
two years old exile sufferings.

Govt holiday on Maharaja
Hari Singh’s birthday
MGSB lauds LG administration for respecting sentiments of Jammuites
Top News Report
JAMMU, Jan 12: Maharaja Gulab Singh Brigade (MGSB) Wednesday organised a meeting
under the chairmanship
of MGSB President Anil
Singh Rakwal at its central office, Jammu on
Wednesday wherein
prominent office bearers of the Brigade Adv.
Bhanu Pratap Singh,
Rajay Jamwal, S Ranjeet Singh, Atul Sharma,
Rahul Verma, Sanjay
Kotwal Diwaker Singh
and Sanjay Kumar Pandita were present.
The meeting chaired by
Anil Rakwal expressed
great joy over the recent
developments with
regard to the mass campaign for declaring September 23 as a state holiday to mark birth anni-

Samajik Samanta Utsav
concluded at Bahu Fort

BJP OBC Morcha makes human chains
in protest against Congress
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6th of December on
the occasion of Death
Anniversary of Dr B.R
Ambedkar by him with
an aim to help the needful.
He said that a target
of distributing 200
Blankets was taken by
his team amongst the
widows and speciallyabled persons.

Today around 40
widows were given
warm blankets by adv.
Deepak Gupta and his
team.
He thanked the locals
who assisted him in
organizing the programme and tracing the
needful people.
Deepak said that he is
working on the vision
of Swami Vivekananda
“Nar Sewa – Narayan
Sewa”.
He said his team will
continue to work at
grass-root to address
the basic issues of society and help the needful and whatever way
he can.
Others prominent
who were present were
Sunny Salgotra, Tarsem
Kumar, Sumit Kumar,
Sanjeev Kumar and
Ashish.

versary of Mahraja Hari
Singh.
Anil Rakwal while
addressing the meeting
informed that its matter
of great satisfaction that
the J&K administration
headed by Lieutenant
Governor Manoj Sinha
has set up a committee
to look into the demand
for a public holiday on
the birth anniversary of
Maharaja Hari Singh, the
last Dogra ruler of the
erstwhile princely state.
It is a matter of great
pride for all those organisations and their activists
who extended support to
the Yuva Rajput Sabha’s
call for a mass agitation
seeking declaration of
holiday on the birth anniversary of the last Dogra
ruler’ he said.
Rakwal on behalf of the
supporting organisation

extended gratitude to
the Hon’ble Lieutenant
Governor Manoj Sinha
for honouring the public
sentiment of Jammuites
by setting up a panel to
look into this matter.
Pertinently, the LG
administration
on
Tuesday constituted a
4-member panel headed
by Principal Secretary
(GAD) Manoj Kumar
Dwivedi, and as members the administrative
secretaries of the social
welfare and the culture
departments, besides
the Divisional Commissioner, Jammu, regarding
the issue of commemoration of birthday of Maharaja Hari Singh Ji and its
observance in general/
under the Negotiable
Instruments Act, 1881,
in the Union Territory of
Jammu and Kashmir.
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NDS releases devotional songs

Top News Report
JAMMU, Jan 12:
Nami Dogri Sanstha
(Read.) released “Mata
Ji Ki Bhents” Tera Dar
Datiye and Naam Wali
Jyot in the office premises of Taskeen Group of
Papers in Jammu .
Sohail Kazmi Chairman Taskeen Group of
Papers was the Chief
Guest on the occasion
where as Advocate
Harish Kaila President
NDS presided over the
function .
Raj Kumar Goel a
Social Activist was
Guest Of Honour
whereas , Advocate
Piyush Gupta was Special Invitee .
Yash Pal Yash General
Secretary NDS compered the programme in
a befitting manner and
in his opening remarks
applauded the unified
efforts of the artists for
formulating the albums

of Maa Ki Bhents . The
creative team comprise
Rahul Raina as singer.
Advocate
Dogra
Harish Kaila said that
we are lucky that abode
of Maa Vaishno is in
Trikuta Hills of Duggar
and we are proud of
this. He further said that
today’s release of bhents
is small gift of artists in
the feet of Maa Shakti.
He also wished Happy
Lohri to everyone.
Sohal Kazmi in his
address said that music
is like a nectar which
purifies our mind and
soul. The pious vibrations of music elevate us
spiritually. He appreciated the continuous
efforts of NDS for providing a platform for
the budding and other
artists and promoting
local culture.
Raj Kumar Goel said
that the music enhances
the effect of devotional

poetry. Piyush Gupta
said that musical album
is outcome of skillful
team work. Advocate
Amit Gupta Vice President NDS extended vote
of thanks .
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